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A B S T R A C TThis project endeavours to develop strategies to allocate services inData Centers in a collaborative relationship between the Data Centersand its users and Energy Providers. We study the implications ofallowing service delays and short-term prevision of the energy mixwhen allocating services in a Data Center.The project aims to propose heuristics and analyze them with thebackground framework of All4Green, a european FP7 project whichaims to foster the relationship between all the partners of the ecosys-tem Energy Providers - Data Centers - End Users by the use of specialcontracts between each part that include flexibility and collaborationclauses.To that end, the theoretical framework of problem tractability, prob-lem complexity, online decision problems theory and metaheuristicswill be studied and fully explained in order to find the best way tomodel and develop approximation algorithms that allocate servicesin a Data Center taking into account the Carbon Emissions Factor.Finding the model is an arduous task and it will be through variousmodifications, simplifications and attuning of parameters that we willfind the most suitable one. We will see that the final model of the sys-tem is a modified version of a very famous decision problem calledthe Bin Packing Problem.Later on, a family of heuristics will be proposed, studying thor-oughly a couple of them and confirming the expectations: If we allowcollaboration via the possibility of delaying and anticipating serviceswe can obtain a huge benefit both economical and environmentalwhen allocating services. Moreover we found a relationship betweenthe level of collaboration a Data Center reaches (reflected in the ad-vice and the possibility to delay) and the benefit.We can conclude that we have succeeded in reaching the origi-nal objectives of the project and we provide useful strategies, guide-lines and recommendations to be used in the frame of the All4Greenproject or other similar projects. iii
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1I N T R O D U C T I O NThe problem of energy efficiency and optimization, and CO2 emis-sions in Data Centres (DC) has been worrying the scientific and tech-nical community for some time, inspiring many solutions and ap-proaches to it. Until now, the approaches try to minimize the energyconsumption by either improving the hardware efficiency or the soft-ware efficiency, but none of them aims to optimize the overall effi-ciency in a hollistic way, taking into account the relations betweenthe DC and the End Users (ITC) or DC and the Energy Provider (EP).All4Green’s approach considers the whole environment as the key toreduce the energy consumption and the CO2 emission.One of the key aspects of All4Green is enforcing a collaborationbetween EP, DC and ITC. This collaboration consists in agreeing todelaying or pausing some services (DC-ITC) in order to fulfill somerequests by the EP (EP-DC) and not abuse of expensive and pollutingenergy sources.The goal of this project is to develop a model that is suitable forthe study of the viability of different heuristics and strategies relatedto this collaboration that is pursued by the project All4Green, as wellas proposing strategies and studying them to give a qualitative ideaof which might be the best approach. The rationale for this thesis isto give strength to the belief that a world where all the members of asociety collaborate is a better world. And that this world is possibleeven with the current social point of view, i. e.collaboration is prof-itable for everybody. We firmly believe that economical benefit is notat odds with being concerned in the environment, and by pursuingthis thesis we want to prove that it is possible. We want to help otherresearchers and workers that share this belief with us to give one stepfurther in the race for environmental sustainability. Not only this, butwe want to do our bit in showing that mathematics can, and shouldbe in service of improving all the society and that they can be usedfor more things than only generating money.To that end, a rigorous mathematical analysis of the problem isneeded, which will lead to the conclusion that it is indeed possibleto ensure a profitable collaboration not only for the environment butfor all the parties. A lot of theoretical background will be requiredto further study the problem. That theoretical background will bepresented as well in this memoire. Many problems will arise whentrying to produce a model of the whole EP-DC-ITC relationship andthey will be solved more or less succeedingly. But in the end, it will beshown that there are ways to be environmentally and economically
2 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centersefficient, and these ways will be presented in form of a family ofheuristics.structure of the projectIn order to achieve the goals posed before, the project will first consistof having a clear idea of how the All4Green project is working andwhat their objectives are. The first chapter will treat the ideas exposedby the All4Green project and try to find a way to synthetize them inorder to use them as mathematical objects.In the second chapter, a brief introduction to the theory of prob-lem tractability and online decision problems, which will be key tothe development and further study of the mathematical model of theproblem, will be presented. Several works regarding the theoreticalstudy of tractability, NP − completeness, online decision problemsand Genetic Algorithms will be studied and selected summaries ofthese works will be shown in this chapter, hence allowing the reader(and the writer) to become familiar with the terminology of thesefields.In the third chapter, the practical work will begin by using what-ever mathematical objects can be obtained from the first chapter anddeveloping several mathematical models. These models will followthe chain of thoughts of the writer during the development of thefinal version, in order to clarify the reasons for each choice.Finally, in the fourth chapter, a family of solutions to the modelwill be explained and two heuristics will be posed and thoroughlystudied, reaching the conclusion that it is indeed possible to achieveboth environmental and economical efficiency through collaborationbetween these three parts of the ecosystem. Some improvements,guidelines and recommendations will be given for future work re-lated inside the project All4Green or other projects of similar expen-diture.The thesis is structured and written this way in the hope of convinc-ing the reader that these strategies are not only useful, but necessary,if we want to live in an environmental-friendly world.
Part IT H E O R E T I C A L I N T R O D U C T I O NThe first part of the project consists in an introduction tothe theoretical framework in which the thesis will develop.On one hand the All4Green project is used as the tech-nological background and some assumptions that will bemade later come from this project. On the other hand,the study of the tractability of problems, online decisionproblems and a brief introduction to metaheuristics willbe the mathematical basis needed to proceed later withthe model. Furthermore a specifical problem called BinPacking Problem will be explained in detail.

5 1T H E T E C H N O L O G I C A L F R A M E W O R K : A L L 4G R E E NintroductionTo be able to develop the necessary tools and solve the problem posedin this thesis, we will need a technological framework inside whichwe will work. As it would have no sense to solve the motion of afluid without establishing the laws that rule it, we must be aware ofthe restrictions of this particular problem before trying to solve it.The project All4Green (A4G) will take into account the relationshipsbetween the Energy Provider (EP), the Data Center (DC) as the cus-tomer of the EP, and an IT Customer (ITC) as the end user of theservices offered by a Data Center. Let us read a short description ofthe goals of each partner:• IT Customer/ITC. Each ITC represents demand for a DC. A4Gfocuses in those ITC that would appreciate savings in energyand energy cost. Its objective is to minimize the price paid tothe DC for the computing services, and the total time in whichits generated workload is executed by the DC.• Energy Provider/EP. It represents the energy supply side forthe DC. It needs to homogenize the energy load delivered tothe DC, and to keep the amount of emissions controlled ("GreenQuota").• Data Center/DC. It is at the same time the provider of comput-ing services for one or various ITC and the demand side of theEP. Its goal is to be able to perform all the computing requestswithin some given guarantees of performance, while keepinginside the restrictions in Energy Consumption given by the EP.In this report in particular, the objective is to minimize the Ener-gy/Emission consumption caused by the computational work-load. Thus, in this report in particular, we are not focusing inthe economical aspects of the relationship between EP/DC andDC/ITC.Each of the partners has different motivations and goals and theydo not always overlap. The project A4G establishes a common goalfor all of them – Energy and Carbon Emission efficiency – and aimsto create new approaches to the whole ecosystem EP-DC-ITC.
6 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers1.1 goals of the projectElectricity consumed in Data Centers (DC), air cooling devices (AC)and uninterruptable power supply systems (UPS), is foreseen as a ma-jor contributor to the electricity consumed in the commercial sectorin the near future, especially with the cloud computing trend still onthe rise .The project All4Green analyses the relationship between the IT Cus-tomer (ITC) and DC or DC federation in conjunction with the relation-ship between the different parts of the DC seeking a hollistic way ofimproving energetical efficiency and CO2 emissions.Instead of focusing on the energy optimization of single ICT el-ements, or subsets of the ICT elements making up a data centre,All4Green broadens the scope of energy savings to the full ecosys-tem in which data centres operate, fostering collaboration betweenall entities in this ecosystem with the common goal of saving energyand emissions through special contracts between them, following thework in [1, 2, 3].With the proposed technology, energy savings generated in thedata centre through the new relation with ICT users are magnifiedat the very source of the electricity transformation process throughthe coordinated collaboration of all the actors inside the ecosystem.This collaboration is not only beneficial for the environment, butalso economically sustainable, and therefore not limited to customerswith a strong green/ecological conscience.The main benefits of the envisioned ecosystems results from theinterplay between data centres and energy providers. On the onehand, data centres, as important customers of energy providers, canhave a great impact on the emergence and avoidance of energy usagepeaks, and on the other hand, energy providers can reduce the impactof such peaks by using the optimal balance of energy sources basedon their flexibility and CO2 emissions, including renewable energysources like solar or wind, which have traditionally been difficultto be fully integrated into the electricity grid due to their long-termunpredictability.The european FP7 All4Green project addresses this problem by co-ordinating energy supply and demand by encouraging extensive col-laboration between energy providers and data centres as major en-ergy consumers.1.2 structure of the projectThe project is divided in 8 Work Packages that are run by differentpeople and are coordinated by one of them (WP1). WP2 is the one incharge of making the baseline and target scenarios for the technicalaspects of the project and receive a feedback from the final simula-
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 7tion and implementation. WP3 is the technical WP in charge of therelationship between DC and EU, WP4 focuses on the EP-DC rela-tion and WP5 includes the DC federation into the ecosystem (DCscan federate and reallocate workload between them). WP6 providesa simulation environment and is where the first tests will be made,and WP7 is the final real-world implementation. Finally, WP8 ded-icates to dissemination of the work done in All4Green and tries toreach to the maximum number of potential users.1.3 dc modelA model of the DC behaviour and topology is found in the first de-liverable of WP3. However, I will introduce shortly the data modeland focus in the physical model which will be the object of our mainattention during the course of this report.• Multi-tier model: Servers are deployed in a hierarchical manner.The frontend consists in the web servers, that are connectedto the application servers (that are used in case a specializedservice is needed). The application servers are connected tostorage, database and backup servers.• Server Cluster Model: Often used in grid environments. There isno (or little) hierarchy: The requests are concurrently served.The interconnection network consists (not necessarily) in three tiers:The core layer, the aggregation layer and the access layer. UPS andcooling systems are also part of the physical model of a DC.Servers, Network Elements, Storage (divided in Direct-attached Stor-age, Network-attached Storage and Storage Area Network), UPS andthe AC are the sources of power consumption in the DC.The data model of the DC can also be found in WP3. Fig. 1 illus-trates the relations between DC, EP, ITC, and the Federation. It alsoshows the relation between the physical devices and the software andIT Services (VM, software, server entities). Finding a proper modelis very important and it will be necessary to do accurate predictionsand efficient algorithms to be energy-aware efficient.1.4 agents , connectors , greensla , greensdaThe whole All4Green project is sustained by three pillars: EnergySaving, Flexibility and Collaboration. Amongst other tools, the mostimportant ones are Agents, Connectors, and the contracts betweenEP-DC and DC-ITC (GreenSLAs and GreenSDAs).
8 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersFigure 1: DC Data model seen in WP31.4.1 Agents and ConnectorsAgents are autonomous software that monitor the state of each ofthe members of the ecosystem (DCs, EPs, ICTs) and they also arein charge of the communication between each of them (requests, ac-cepting or rejecting offers, etc.). The connectors (DC or EP) are incharge of connecting the high-level decisions made by the agents toa low-level technology-dependent decision, made in two steps, thefirst "‘translating"’ the high-level decision to a low-level technology-non-dependent decision, and then again to a decision specific to theDC/EP control system.Communicating and monitoring in an efficient way, and finding anoptimal way of connecting high-level decisions to low-level decisionsmight probably be the key to an efficient way of reducing the energyconsumption and the CO2 emission.1.4.2 GreenSLA,GreenSDAThe contracts made between DC-ITC are different from the traditionalSLAs (Service Level Agreement). A traditional SLA states a QoS forsome defined services. The QoS includes performance parameters,availability parameters, other parameters and, of course, the pricing.All of these are static and don’t depend on anything, and work as canbe seen in Fig. 2.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 9Switch Air ConditioningSystem DatavCentre UninterruptedPower Supply UnitTelephoneSystemDieselGenerator Database InternetControlling /MonitoringServer End:users4vdifferentvRoutersServerSystems FirewallSystem Customerv1(SLA:1L Customerv2(SLA:2LCustomerv3(SLA:3L Customerv4(SLA:4LSLAsContracts:FrameworkvContractFigure 2: A standard DC modelA GreenSLA includes flexibility into this equation; the parametersand the pricing will depend on the context and will include some re-duction of the general performance, in exchange for a reward in thepricing. The GreenSLA inside the All4Green project also fosters col-laboration, and includes special rewards for the ITC that collaborateswith the DC. The GreenSLA guarantees certain QoS but in a context-depending way.Similarly, there is a GreenSDA between the DC and the EP, whichalso fosters collaboration towards a green ecosystem. Both GreenSLAand GreenSDA also define some GreenKPIs that will be monitoredby the agents and will be indicators of the ecological efficiency of thesituation. This KPIs will be used by the system to decide the actionsto be taken by the DC.The GreenSLA and GreenSDA have to be designed to ensure fairnessto all the partners and should help to make All4Green attractive toas much possible stakeholders as possible, while providing a way toreduce CO2 emissions and energy consumption. Therefore, they areone of the key elements of All4Green. It is very important to designthem well, but from a technical point of view, their most importantaspects are the parameters established by them (GreenKPIs and theFlexibility terms) because they will be used by the Agents and theConnectors. A summarizing image of the whole All4Green environ-ment can be seen in Fig. 3. The part of the image in grey includes thefederation of DCs which will not affect this thesis.
10 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersFigure 3: Overview of the All4Green system1.4.2.1 States of the DCThe approach of the project to the problem involves categorizing thepossible situations a DC can be in. This situations, or states of the DC,will change according to EP’s demands and the availability of the ITCend users. In one of the deliverables of the project All4Green (WP3)we find a classification of the different states of the DC (Fig. 4).Figure 4: Different states of the DC
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 11Each DC state comes with suggestions on policies and actions, ascan be seen in Table 1, which has some minor changes to the one thatappears in the project adapting to the necessities of this work.Table 1: Policies and actions taken in each state of the DCDC(Agent) Actions RegularMode Energy Sav-ing Mode Extra EnergyModeAllocation of new IT Ser-vice Requests Local DC Local DC Local DCFlexibility GreenSLAs:generic context dependentSLA value settings YES YES YESEnergy context dependentSLAs YES YESCollaboration GreenSLAs YES YESuser/system job shifting regular postpone anticipatepause, resume, or start ex-tra services resume pause extra servicesAC tuning Regular Increase tem-perature Reduce tem-perature1.5 the implementationWP6 is developing a simulator, and it will be a bench for testingmodels and strategies proposed in WP3, WP4 and WP5. The way itis done isn’t a major concern in this work (understanding it as the"‘PFC"’), but it will be web-based and will use a Tomcat server + Java+ WS-agreements.

13 2C O M B I N AT O R I A L O P T I M I Z AT I O N : B I N PA C K I N GP R O B L E MintroductionMost of the real world problems can be modeled as a mathematicalproblem that will be more or less accurate depending of the amountof information provided. Mathematical modelling is a very extensivefield and arguably one of the oldest fields at least in applied Math-ematics. As a field, its importance has grown exponentially withthe arrival of the computers that allow massive calculations in fewtime. Therefore many different approaches have been derived, be-tween three distinct branches: Continuous modelling, discrete mod-elling and statistical modelling (specially important nowadays withBig Data). Most problems are better suited for only one kind of mod-elling but some allow different approaches and even mixtures.In this chapter we will discuss the nature of optimization and deci-sion problems and the diverse ways to approach a solution. First wewill define what an optimization problem is in rigurous terms and wewill describe a (very famous) way to achieve an idea of its difficulty.Two main references will be used during this part of the chapter: [4]and [5]. In the second part of the chapter a problem very relatedto this project and its variations will be presented, together with thedifferent algorithms that try to solve it and a small analysis.The algorithms in pseudocode will be presented in the course ofthe chapter, however those that can be found in the references willnot be proven and only the new results will.2.1 tractability of optimization problemsThe first step is to understand what is an optimization problem. Inplain words, in an optimization problem we receive some data, thatwe would divide in cost coefficients and restriction terms. Each possi-ble input data is associated with a set of possible solutions and eachpair input data, solution has a certan value defined by a function. Thefinal objective is to maximize or minimize this value. Formally, adefinition (seen in [4]) is as follows.Definition 2.1.1. An optimization problem Qis a 4-tuple 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 where IQ is the set of input instances,SQ is a function such that for each input x ∈ IQ, SQ(x) is a set ofsolutions to x, fQ is an integer-valued function that evaluates each
14 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centerspar x ∈ IQ and y ∈ SQ(x), and optQ ∈ {max,min} specifies theproblem to be a maximum problem or a minimum problem.A very famous example of an optimization problem is, for example,the MINIMUM SPANNING TREE (MSP), where we must find thecheapest subnetwork in a network that connects all nodes. IQ wouldbe here the set of all weighted graphs G, thus G ∈ IQ would be aweighted graph, SQ(G) is the set of all spanning trees of the graph G,fQ(G, T) is the weight of the spanning tree T of G, and the objectiveoptQ is to minimize.A special sort of optimization problems are called decision problems.In this kind of problems each input instance only admits one of thetwo possible answers –yes or no. An input taking the ‘yes’ answerwill be a yes-instance for the problem and an input taking the ’no’ an-swer will be a no-instance for the problem. The most famous decisionproblem is known as SAT (Satisfiability). A formulation is: ’Given aboolean formula F in the conjunctive normal form, is there an assign-ment to the variables in F so that the formula F has value TRUE?’.A decision problem can be formed from an optimization problemby adding a parameter C. Then the question changes to: ’Given aninstance x ∈ IQ is there a solution y ∈ SQ(x) such that fQ(x,y) −C ispositive/negative (according to optQ)?’2.1.1 Algorithms, encoding and asymptotic notationThe big issue with optimization problems and what makes them sodifficult is that the objective is not to solve a given problem, i. e.solvethe problem for a given instance x ∈ IQ, but we want a way of findingthe solution for any x ∈ IQ. We want an algorithm.An algorithm is a step-by-step specification of a procedure for solv-ing a given problem. Each step of an algorithm consists of a finitenumber of operations. The algorithms in this thesis will be writtenin pseudocode with certain flexibilities. We say that an algorithm Asolves the problemQ if, for any x ∈ IQ the algorithm produces a solu-tion A(x) = y ∈ SQ such that fQ(x,A(x)) = optQ{fQ(x,y)|z ∈ SQ(x)}.I. e., it produces an optimal solution for each input instance.In a computer, everything is encoded, i. e.given as a sequence ofsymbols of a finite alphabet Σ. For example, an input instance ofthe problem MSP would be given by the adjacency matrix of theweighted graph (organized by rows, for example). The alphabet ofa computer is {0, 1} and everything is encoded in a finite sequenceof 0 and 1. Therefore, if the alphabet Σ has n elements, then eachelement can be encoded into a distinct binary sequence of dlog2(n)ebits. If a sequence of elements of the alphabet has length m, thenit can be encoded with mdlog2(n)e. Usually n is not a big numberand therefore the binary representation is not much larger than the
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 15original sequence. From now on, the length of an object w is |w| andit refers to the length of its binary encoding.To know the complexity of an algorithm A we must study howmany operations does it take for it to solve a problem dependingon the ‘size’ of the problem. In general it is difficult to find thiscomplexity, but several asymptotic bounds to it can be found moreeasily. The notation is as follows, given t(n) :N→ R:• We define O(t(n)) such that f ∈ O(t(n)) if, and only if, thereexists a constant cf such that ∀n > n0 cff(n) 6 t(n).• We define o(t(n)) such that f ∈ o(t(n)) if, and only if,limn→∞ f(n)t(n) = 0• We define Ω(t(n)) such that f ∈ Ω(t(n)) if, and only if, thereexists a constant cf such that ∀n > n0 cff(n) > t(n).• We define ω(t(n)) such that f ∈ ω(t(n)) if, and only if,limn→∞ t(n)f(n) = 0• We define Θ(t(n)) such that f ∈ Θ(t(n)) if, and only if, f ∈O(t(n))∩Ω(t(n)).With these notations, we can define the time complexity of an algo-rithm A. If we define the running time of an algorithm as the numberof basic operations during the execution of the algorithm, then:Definition 2.1.2. Let A be an algorithm solving an optimization prob-lem Q and f(n) a function. The time complexity of A is O(f(n)) ifthere is a function f ′(n) ∈ O(f(n)) such that for every integer n > 0,the running time of A is bounded by f ′(n) for all input instances ofsize n.Definition 2.1.3. An algorithm A is said to be a polynomial time algo-rithm if there is a fixed constant c > 0 such that the time complexityof A is O(nc). An optimization problem can be solved in polynomialtime if it can be solved by a polynomial time algorithm.Due to the fact that the binary encoding only multiplies by a con-stant factor, the time complexity of an algorithm does not depend onhow its solutions are encoded.It is important to remark that this analysis of the time complexityof an algorithm is always based on a worst-case situation. I. e., the lastpart of Def. 2.1.2 indicates that for all input instances of size n, therunning time is bounded by f ′(n). Usually in most of the problemsthe instances will have a probability distribution and will not reachthe boundary. In this case, average analysis or smoothed analysis ofalgorithms arises as the best tool. However it requires knowledge ofthe statistics of the problem.
16 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers2.1.2 NP-completenessThe NP-completeness theory studies decision problemsand their tractability. Although the final objective is to study opti-mization problems as well, decision problems are easier and there-fore, if the decision problem version is very hard, it is to be expectedthat the optimization problem will be very hard.An algorithm A is said to accept a decision problem Q if on everyyes-instance x ∈ IQ the algorithm stops at a ’yes’ state, while on allother instances (including those that do not encode a correct inputx ∈ IQ) the algorithm stops at a ’no’ state (rejects x).Definition 2.1.4. A decision problem is said to be in the class P if itcan be accepted by a polynomial time algorithm.The same definition is correct for optimization problems as well.It is, in general, ’easy’ to see if a problem is in P once an algorithmhas been found. However, not finding a polynomial time algorithmdoes not prove that the problem is not in P. It is very difficult to provethat there is no polynomial time algorithm that accepts a problem. Infact, a very hard branch of computer science and mathematical logicis ‘decidability’ or ’computability’, where the question is: ’Is there analgorithm at all that will accept the problem?’. This subsection willcover the discussion about seeing if a problem is or not in P.For some problems it has not been possible to prove that they don’tbelong to P and yet a polynomial time algorithm that accepts themhas not been found. There is a definition for this class of problems(or at least a part of it).Definition 2.1.5. A decision problem is said to be in the class NP ifthere is a polynomial time algorithm A that accepts it in the followingmanner. There is a fixed polynomial p(n) such that1. If x is a yes-instance for the problem Q, then there is a binarystring y of length bounded by p(|x|) such that on input (x,y)the algorithm A stops at a yes state.2. If x is a no-instance for the problem Q, then for any binarystring y of length bounded by p(|x|), on input (x,y) the algo-rithm A stops at a no state.It is easy to see that if a decision problem is in P, then it is in NPif we choose p(n) = 0. Two important remarks must be done aboutthis definition. First, a problem in NP can be easily checked by analgorithm A. This means that the algorithm A can solve the decisionproblem if a hint is given. Proof checking is a suitable analogy forthis: The algorithm accepts a theorem if the ’short’ proof given isvalid (the algorithm checks the proof) but it has no way of provingitself the theorem. This is the reason why this class of problems is
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 17said to be able to be solved by non-deterministic machines that can’guess’ the aforementioned y.Another important remark is that this algorithm has no way todetermine for sure if the instance is a no-instance, because no matterhow many ’hints’ we give it, we can not say for sure that there is nohint that would result in a ’yes’ instance.This definition is not as easy to extend to optimization problems asP.Definition 2.1.6. An optimization problem Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉is an NP optimization (NPO) problem if there is a polynomial p(n)such that for any instance x ∈ IQ, there is an optimal solution y ∈ SQwhose length |y| is bounded by p(|x|).Most optimization problems are in NPO. For example the famousTravel Salesman Problem (TSP) or the aforementioned MSP are NPO.It is easy to see that a NPO problem has a decision version which isin NP (just give as a hint y ∈ SQ and all yes-instances will return yesand all no-instances will return no).One more definition is needed to ’order’ problems in terms of dif-ficulty.Definition 2.1.7. Let Q1 and Q2 be two decision problems. ProblemQ1 is polynomial time (many-one) reducible to problem Q2 (writtenas Q1 6pm Q2) if there is a function r computable in polynomial timesuch that for any x, x is a yes-instance for Q1 if and only if r(x) is ayes-instance for Q2.Some natural results follow from this definition, for example if aproblem Q2 is in class P and there is a problem Q1 such that Q1 6pmQ2, then Q1 is in P as well (this will not be proved as it is not relevantto the development of this thesis). This gives us an idea that this’order’ is a way of determining which problems are harder. There isalso a theorem whose prove will not be essential to the developmentof this thesis but the theorem itself will be essential to understand thetheory of NP-completeness.Cook’s Theorem. Every decision problem in the class NP is polynomialtime many-one reducible to the SATISFIABILITY problem.This theorem shows us that no decision problem in class NP is’harder’ than the SAT problem. It leads us to the following two defi-nitions about problem complexity.Definition 2.1.8. A decision problemQ isNP−hard if every problemin the class NP is polynomial time many-one reducible to Q.Definition 2.1.9. A decision problemQ isNP− complete if it isNP−hard and it is in NP.
18 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersIn particular, SAT is NP− complete (it is easy to show that it is inNP). According to what has been shown, if a NP−hard problem canbe solved in polynomial time, i. e.it is in P, then all problems in NPare as well in P. However there are very hard problems and duringthe last decades many mathematicians and computer scientists havetried to show that they are in P without any success. This leads to thegeneralized opinion that not all problems that are inNP (in particular,the NP− complete problems) are in P as well.Two important results for the development of the thesis are needed.Lemma 2.1.1. Let Q1, Q2 and Q3 be three decision problems. If Q1 6pmQ2 and Q2 6pm Q3 then Q1 6pm Q3Proof. Let r1 be the polynomial-time (O(nq1)) computable functionthat reduces instances from Q1 to instances for Q2. Let r2 be the(O(nq2)) function that reduces instances from Q2 to instances forQ3. Let r = r2 ◦ r1. It is also polynomial time computable: It needsO(nq1 +nq2) = O(nmax(q1,q2)) operations. It reduces instances fromQ1 to Q3: x is a yes-instance for Q1 if and only if x ′ = r1(x) is ayes-instance for Q2, if and only if r2(x ′) = r2(r1(x)) = r(x) is a yes-instance for Q3. This shows that Q1 6pm Q3.Corollary. Let Q1 and Q2 be two decision problems. If Q1 is NP − hardand Q1 6pm Q2 then Q2 is also NP− hard.Proof. LetQ be any decision problem inNP. Then by the definition ofNP− hard problems, Q 6pm Q1. Using this and the previous lemma,we have that Q 6pm Q2 and thus Q2 is NP− hard.This leads to a way of determining the hardness of a problem. If wesuspect that a problem is very difficult, we might want to try to find aNP−hard problem and see if that problem is polynomial time many-one reducible to our problem. If it is, then our problem is as wellNP − hard and thus it will be wise to stop looking for polynomialtime algorithms that will solve it. Of course this is all based in thefollowing conjecture that has already been mentioned previously.Conjecture. P 6= NP, i. e.there are problems in NP that are not in P.So far it has been impossible to prove this, however it is strongly be-lieved by most of the computer scientists and it has a lot of evidencialsupport.The next step is to extend these definitions and results to optimiza-tion problems.Definition 2.1.10. A decision problemD is polynomial time reducibleto an optimization problem Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 if there are twopolynomial time computable functions h and g such that:
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 191. Given an input instance x for the decision problem D, h(x) isan input instance for the optimization problem Q.2. For any solution y ∈ SQ(h(x)), g(x,h(x),y) = 1 if and only if yis an optimal solution to h(x) and x is a yes-instance for D.If a decision problem can be polynomial time reduced to an opti-mization problem, then the decision problem can not be much harderthan the optimization problem.Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose that a decision problem D is polynomial time re-ducible to an optimization problem Q. If Q is solvable in polynomial time,then so is D.Proof. Let h and g be two polynomial time computable functions asseen in def 2.1.10 for the reduction from D to Q. Let A be a poly-nomial time algorithm that solves the optimization problem Q. Nowa polynomial time algorithm for the decision problem D can be de-rived as follows: given an instance x for D, we construct h(x) for Qand apply y = A(h(x)) to find the optimal solution for h(x). x is a yes-instance for D if and only if g(x,h(x),y) = 1. By definition, all thecalculations are polynomial time computable. Thus, this algorithmruns in polynomial time and correctly decides if x is a yes-instancefor D.Definition 2.1.10 leads to a definition of NP−hardness in terms ofoptimization problems.Definition 2.1.11. An optimization problemQ isNP−hard if there isan NP − hard decision problem D that is polynomial time reducibleto Q.If a decision problem derives from an optimization problem and itis NP − hard, then the optimization problem itself is NP − hard aswell (h only needs to be the identity except the parameter, and g asimple comparison between the optimal solution and the parameter).An example of an NP− hard optimization problem is Integer LinearProgramming (Integer LP). A similar definition to being polynomialtime many-one reducible can be made for optimization problems aswell.Definition 2.1.12. An optimization problem Q1 is polynomial timereducible (or p-reducible) to an optimization problem Q2 if there aretwo polynomial time computable functions χ and ψ such that:1. For any instance x ∈ IQ1 , χ(x) ∈ IQ2 .2. For any solution y2 to the instance χ(x1), ψ(x1,χ(x1),y) is asolution to x1 such that y2 is an optimal solution to χ(x1) if andonly if ψ(x1,χ(x1),y) is an optimal solution to x1.
20 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersFrom this definition two lemmas come naturally. The proof is verysimilar to the proofs already written and will therefore be includedonly in the appendix.Lemma 2.1.3. Suppose that an optimization problem Q1 is p-reducible toan optimization problem Q2. If Q2 is solvable in polynomial time then so isQ1Lemma 2.1.4. Suppose that an optimization problem Q1 is p-reducible toan optimization problem Q2. If Q1 is NP− hard, then so is Q2.Some optimization problems have subproblems that are easier toidentify than by p-reducibility. This is what the next definition states.Definition 2.1.13. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimizationproblem. An optimization problem Q ′ is a subproblem of Q if Q ′ =〈I ′Q,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 where I ′Q ⊂ IQ.Note that in a subproblem every input instance is also an inputinstance of the problem, and every input instance in the subproblemhas the same set SQ(x). We could say that the only difference be-tween a problem and its subproblem is the number of instances thatwe allow to be settled as input (for example, forbidding the morepathological input instances). The next theorem arises naturally fromthe definition.Theorem 2.1.5. Let Q be an optimization problem and Q ′ be a subproblemof Q. If the subproblem Q ′ is NP− hard, then Q is NP− hard.2.1.3 Tractability Theory: Polynomial time approximation, asymptotic ap-proximationOnce we have convinced ourselves that some problems are probablytoo hard to find the optimal solution in a fast and efficient way, thenext natural step is to try to relax the requirement that we always findthe optimal solution, and find an ’almost optimal’ solution instead.Sometimes we even would have enough finding a solution for theproblem.Definition 2.1.14. An algorithm A is an approximation algorithm fora problem Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 if on any input x ∈ IQ, the algo-rithm produces an output A(x) ∈ SQ(x).This is of course a very lax definition and it does not help us toknow how good is this algorithm, for that we will use the approxima-tion ratio of the algorithm.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 21Definition 2.1.15. An approximation algorithm A for an optimizationproblem Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 has an approximation ratio r(n) ifon any input instance x ∈ IQ, the solution A(x) satisfies∣∣∣∣ Opt(x)fQ(x,A(x)) ∣∣∣∣ 6 r(|x|) if optQ = max∣∣∣∣fQ(x,A(x))Opt(x) ∣∣∣∣ 6 r(|x|) if optQ = minWhere Opt(x) is defined to be max{f(x,y)|y ∈ SQ(x)} if optQ = maxand to be min{f(x,y)|y ∈ SQ(x)} if optQ = min.It is important to not confuse this definition with the competitiveratio definition that will be explained in detail later. Note that r(n) isalways at least as large as 1 (being 1 if A solves the problem Q).Definition 2.1.16. An optimization problem Q can be polynomialtime approximated to a ratio r(n) if it has a polynomial time approx-imation algorithm whose approximation ratio is r(n).There is a class of NP−hard optimization problems, most of themcoming from scheduling problems, can be polynomial time approxi-mated to a ratio 1+ , for any . The running time of the algorithmsthat approximate these problems grow with 1 , but in a polynomialway, i. e.O( 1n ). These families of algorithms are called fully poly-nomial time approximation schemes for the NP− hard optimizationproblems. The first step is to study the pseudopolynomial runningtime algorithms and for this it is necessary to take into account notonly the length of the input but also the maximum value of it.Definition 2.1.17. SupposeQ = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 is an optimizationproblem. For each input instance x ∈ IQ we define:• length(x) = the length of a binary encoding of x.• max(x) = the largest number that appears in the input x. If nonumbers appear in the input, then max(x) = 1.Definition 2.1.18. Let Q be an optimization problem. An algorithmA solving Q runs in pseudopolynomial time if there is a two-variablepolynomial p such that on any input instance x of Q, the runningtime of the algorithm A is bounded by p(length(x),max(x)). In thiscase, we also say that the problem Q is solvable in pseudopolynomialtime.The positive aspect of depending on max(x) is that sometimesit makes sense and it is possible to rescale the problem to reducemax(x) convert a problem to a problem solvable in pseudopolyno-mial time. For example, if max(x) can be scaled to be bounded by apolynomial of length(x) then the problem can be solved in polyno-mial time.
22 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersDefinition 2.1.19. An optimization problem Q has a fully polynomialtime approximation scheme (FPTAS) if it has an approximation algo-rithm A such that given (x, ) where x ∈ IQ and  > 0, A finds asolution for x with approximation ratio bounded by 1 +  in timepolynomial in both n and 1 .There is an important theorem that shows that having apseudopolynomial time algorithm for a problem is usually a neces-sary condition for the existence of a FPTAS.Theorem 2.1.6. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimization problemsuch that for any x ∈ IQ we have Opt(x) 6 p(length(x),max(x)) for agiven polynomial p. If Q has a FPTAS, then Q can be solved in pseudopoly-nomial time.There are ways to improve the time complexity of the algorithmsthat solve problems. Apart from the aforementioned rescaling of theproblem, we can reduce the number of parameters, for example stor-ing values that are to be reused. Or we can reduce the search spaceby running first a worse but faster algorithm that will give roughboundaries to the solution (a similar method called cutting planes isused in Mixed Integer Programming). Another popular technique isto separate items by size, establishing a threshold and dividing theitems in two groups (the big and the small elements).Unfortunately, there are problems that have no FPTAS, and alasthe problem that will be the cornerstone of this thesis is one of those.There is a result that allows us to easily determine so and we need afew more definitions to that end.Definition 2.1.20. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimizationproblem. For each input instance x ∈ IQ defineOptQ(x) = optQ{fQ(x,y)|y ∈ SQ(x)}The following theorem will erase all hope for our problem to havea FPTAS.Theorem 2.1.7. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimization problem.If there is a fixed polynomial p such that for all x ∈ IQ, OptQ(x) is boundedby p(|x|), then Q does not have a FPTAS unless Q is in P.Theorem 2.1.7 shows that it will be common that a problem doesnot have a FPTAS. Some problems don’t even have a polynomial timeapproximation algorithm for any  < c for some given c. However,some problems can have an approximation ratio as close to 1 as wewant when the solution is large enough, i. e.asymptotically. The nextdefinitions and theorems will lead us to the asymptotic approxima-tion schemes and algorithms. These will be based on minimizationproblems although it is easy to extend them to maximization prob-lems as well.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 23Definition 2.1.21. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be a minimizationproblem and let A be an approximation algorithm for Q. The asymp-totic approximation ratio of A is bounded by r0 if for any r > r0there is an integer N such that for any input instance x ∈ IQ withOpt(x) 6 N, the algorithm A constructs a solution to x satisfyingA(x)Opt(x) 6 r.Definition 2.1.22. An optimization problem Q has an asymptoticfully polynomial time approximation scheme (AFPTAS) if it has afamily of approximation algorithms {A| > 0} such that for any > 0, A is an approximation algorithm for Q of asymptotic ap-proximation ratio bounded by 1+  and of running time bounded bya polynomial of the input length and 1 .Finally, two more simple definitions that will appear later in thethesis are presented.Definition 2.1.23. An optimization problem Q admits a polynomialtime approximation scheme (PTAS), if for every  > 0, there is analgorithm A of running time bounded by a polynomial of the inputlengthe such that the approximation ratio for A is 1+ .Note that this definition does not mention , so usual running timesof such algorithms could be, for example, O(n(1/)!).Definition 2.1.24. An optimization problem Q is in APX if it allowspolynomial time approximation algorithms with approximation ratiobounded by a constant α.2.2 online decision problemsThis section is mostly based on [5], where more thorough definitionscan be found. An online decision problem is a decision problem inwhich we do not know the whole IQ but it is updated in real time.Definition 2.2.1. In an online decision/optimization problem, the in-put data that arrives between t and t+∆t for a given ∆t is x(t,∆t).The possible input instances that will have arrived until the instant t ′knowing that in instant t < t ′ the data received is x(t) is IQ(t ′)|x(t)and all its elements are of the form x(t, t ′ − t) ∈ IQ(t ′)|x(t).Remark. An online optimization problemQ(t) = 〈IQ(t),SQ(t), fQ(t),optQ(t)〉 is an optimization problem withthe following restrictions:1. For all t, t ′ with t < t ′, every element x(t ′) ∈ IQ(t ′) is ofthe form x(t)||x(t, t ′ − t) for some x(t) ∈ IQ(t), x(t, t ′ − t) ∈IQ(t ′)|x(t) where || is the concatenation of symbols of the alpha-bet. This means that we are allowed to store information of allevents in the past (it can be modified if we don’t want to storeall events in the past).
24 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers2. If x(t) = x(t ′) for t 6= t ′ then SQ(t)(x(t)) = SQ(t ′)(x(t ′)), i. e.thesolutions don’t change if the input instance doesn’t change, in-dependently of the moment. One could argue that the solutionin a future is depending on the solution in the past but that isnot always like that. However the solution in t usually imposesrestrictions on the solution in t ′.3. The same can be said for fQ(t), we only can assure that if thepair ’input, solution’ is the same, fQ(t) will be the same nomatter t.4. optQ(t) is constant.An algorithm that solves an online decision problem must make adecision, i. e.find asolution y ∈ SQ(t)(x)If x ∈ IQ, x = {constraints,data}, we couldsay that in the online version of the problem the constraints changein time and data is added and removed systematically. Therefore, analgorithm that solves the online version of a problem will make thedecision based only in the data received until that moment and thecurrent constraints. There is a very important concept related to on-line decision problems: The competitive ratio. For x ∈ IQ let OPT(x)be the offline optimal solution of a problem, that is if all the data wasknown at the beginning. Let A(x) be the output of the algorithm thattries to solve the online problem for that data. Then (Eq. 1), the com-petitive ratio is the worst-case relation between the offline optimalsolution and the solution given by the online algorithm.Definition 2.2.2. Let Q(t) be an online decision problem and A anapproximation algorithm for the online decision problem. Then thecompetitive ratio c(A) is:c(A) = supx∈IQ A(x)OPT(x) (1)Note that x ∈ IQ represents all the data received in a ’significant in-terval’ of time. For example in the paging problem it would representall the data until the cache memory is restarted.Here, worst-case is the keyword. There is another way of analyzingthe outcome of the algorithms (offline or online) in an average situa-tion [6], but it requires further probabilistic and statistic study (com-pared to the combinatoric approach of a worst-case study). However,some problems that appear to be very hard and have very bad bound-aries on the worst-case scenario, might admit a polynomial time algo-rithm that will give the optimal solution in an average scenario.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 252.3 bin packing problem and variationsA very famous NP-hard [4, p. 210] problem is the so-called Bin Pack-ing Problem (BPP). Using the formal definition, the problem is for-mulated as:• IQ: the set of tuples α =< s1, . . . , sn; T >∈ IQ, with si 6 T∀i,si ∈ Z and T ∈ Z. Sometimes it can be seen as si ∈ (0, 1] andT = 1.• SQ(α): the set of partitions (“packings”) Y = (B1, . . . ,Br) of{s1, . . . , sn} such that ∑si∈Bj si 6 T for all j• fQ(α, Y): the number of subsets (“packs”) in the partition Y ofα.• optQ = minThe items si are the items that we pack in bins of size B. Our objectiveis to minimize the number of bins used (or the total waste in theused bins). This problem has been used for stock cutting (using theleast possible bars of longitude 1 and cut them into different sizes),transport scheduling (packing trucks with boxes), and job scheduling,which will be the main intention in this thesis.The decision version problem of BPP isNP− complete, more specifically:Theorem 2.3.1. It isNP−complete to decide if an instance of BPP admitsa solution with two bins.BPP is also a NPO problem.Lemma 2.3.2. BPP is NPO, furthermore BPP does not have a FPTAS.Proof. If α consists in n elements, then the optimal solution will haveat most n subsets. This is a polynomial that bounds Opt(α) < |α|.In fact, there is no approximation algorithm for the BPP that has abetter approximation ratio than 1.5.Theorem 2.3.3. BPP is in APX, being 1.5 the boundary for its approxima-tion ratio, unless P = NP.There are many algorithms that approach the BPP and we will notattempt to give them all, only a short description and their approxi-mation ratios. More information about them can be found in [7]. Forcommodity we will use the following notation:Definition 2.3.1. We will write the approximation ratio, and asymp-totic approximation ratio of the BPP for a given algorithm A as RAand R∞A . If the size of the elements in the problem is bounded byα, then we will write RA(α) and R∞A(α) the approximation ratio andasymptotic approximation ratio, respectively, of the algorithm work-ing on lists with size bounded by α.
26 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers2.3.0.1 Online algorithmsThe first algorithm that comes to mind is Next-Fit. It always has onlyone bin open, (this is called bounded space algorithm), and it worksas can be seen in Listing 1Listing 1: Next Fit Algorithm1 Input: α : 〈s1, . . . , sn; T〉Output: A packing of the items s1, . . . , sn into bins of size T0. Suppose that all bins B1,B2, . . . are empty, start by B11. for i = 1 to n do2. if Bj free space is greater than si6 3. put the item si in Bj4. else open Bj+1, put the item si in Bj+1, close Bj5. end forThis algorithm runs in O(n) (linear time), it is online (we don’t needto know the future comings) it has an approximation ratio RNF = 2which is a tight bound because the list L = 〈12 , 12N , . . . , 12 , 12N〉 withthis algorithm is put in NF(L) = 2 ∗OPT(L) − 1. Therefore R∞NF = 2.Further results shown in [7] prove that R∞NF(α) = 2 for all α > T2 andfor alpha 0 6 α 6 T/2 R∞NF(α) = 11−α .The second algorithm that tried to solve the problem is called First-Fit: for each si from i = 1 to n, put the item si in the first bin itfits. Listing 2: First Fit AlgorithmInput: α : 〈s1, . . . , sn; T〉2 Output: A packing of the items s1, . . . , sn into bins of size T0. Suppose that all bins B1,B2, . . . are empty, start by B11. for i = 1 to n do2. j=13. while Bj free space is lesser than si, increase j7 4. Put the item si in the first Bj it fits.5. end forThis algorithm is also online, it runs in O(n2) (O(nlogn) if a properdata structure is used), and it has an approximation ratio RNF = 1.7.In fact FF(L) 6 d1.7OPT(L)e. Furthermore, it can be shown that:Theorem 2.3.4 ([7]). Let m ∈ Z such that 1m+1 < α 6 1m .1. For m = 1, R∞FF(α) = 1710 .2. For m > 1, R∞FF(α) = 1+ 1m .There are many algorithms that work similarly and it can be proventhat they behave similarly to NF and FF. We will call Any Fit (AF)those algorithms that will not pack an item in a new bin unless allthe partially filled bins do not have enough space for the item to fit,
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 27and Almost Any Fit (AAF) those algorithms that will not pack anitem into a partially filled bin with the lowest level (meaning: beingthe least filled) unless there is more than such bin – or that bin is theonly one to have enough room. Then we have the following result:Theorem 2.3.5. For all α ∈ (0, 1]1. If A is an AF algorithm, then R∞FF(α) 6 R∞A(α) 6 R∞NF(α).2. If A is an AAF algorithm, then R∞A(α) = R∞FF(α).There are another type of algorithms (also on-line) called Harmonicalgorithms Hk, where the interval of possible data is divided into ksubintervals and each item is classified. These algorithms can breakthe 1.7 barrier when k > 6, 7 (depending on which version is used),but they can not go further than 1.69103 . . . , and they add complexityto the calculations. Furthermore, no algorithm that has a bounded-space restriction, i. e.having at most N open bins each time, can dobetter than 1.69103 . . . . However there is an algorithm (and a sub-sequent chain of slight improvements) that is online and breaks the1.7 barrier. It is called Refined First Fit (RFF) and it also divides theitems’ sizes into various possibilities, and then packs them accordingto a special strategy. It has a ratio of R∞RFF = 1.6666 . . . . Currently thebest known online algorithm for the BPP has a ratio R∞A = 1.588 and ithas been proved that no online algorithm can have a ratio R∞A = 1.540.Even in randomized online algorithms it has been proved that thereare lists that yield ratios of E(A(L))/OPT(L) approaching 1.536....One particular interesting variation of the online BPP is the so-called Dynamic Bin Packing Problem (DBPP), where the items departat some time (leaving empty space) and the algorithm is not allowedto repack items. In [8] a lower bound for this kind of online algo-rithms is found at 2.5, although if the input data is simple enough(can be written as fractions of the form 1k ) then there is an algorithmthat solves it in 2.4985.2.3.0.2 Semi-online algorithmsSemi-online algorithms for the BPP are those that admit repackingof the items when a new item arrives. Usually they put a limit onthe repacking (otherwise it would simply be offline), for example, alinear delay. They admit several algorithms, but it is more interest-ing to focus on the variation Fully Dynamic Bin Packing Problem(FDBPP) where items also depart and they can be repacked everytime an item arrives or departs. [9] shows an algorithm that runs inΘ(logn) for each item arrival and has an asymptotic competitive ratioof 54 (asymptotic in the usual sense, i. e.it tends to this ratio when theoptimal solution is large enough).
28 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers2.3.0.3 Offline algorithmsOffline algorithms can also be applied to Online situations when afull repacking of the items can be applied each time there is a newitem arrival/departure. The most famous and simple one is the FirstFit Decreasing algorithm. The First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD) algorithm isthe same as the First Fit (FF) algorithm but it sorts the items first frombiggest to smallest has a worst-case performance of 1.22 ·OPT + 4 andruns in O(nlog(n)) (if a proper data structure is used). Its approxi-mation (not asymptotic) ratio is 1.5, so it is the best approximationalgorithm possible for the BPP. However it is not the best asymptoti-cally approximation algorithm possible for the BPP. Indeed, the BPPadmits an AFPTAS [4]. Moreover, if we restrict the BPP to havingat most pi different sizes (bounded by δ) then there is a polynomialalgorithm that solves the problem and finds the optimal solution. Itconsists in finding all the possible combinations of elements that fitinto a single bin, and then find the best combination of such bins.Given pi and δ, the number of combinations is a polynomial in n.However both the AFPTAS and this exact algorithm are not practicaldue to the degree of the polynomial.Fortunately, an average-case analysis of the FFD algorithm showsthat it behaves in average as well as an optimal algorithm [10]. In fact,when comparing the results of the FFD with a metaheuristic, it is truethat in 66% of the cases, they give the same result, and the other 34%situations only differ by 1 bin. Of course this does not prove anything,but it is a way to show and give confidence in the FFD algorithm.2.4 metaheuristics : genetic algorithmsA metaheuristic is [11] a solution method that orchestrate an interac-tion between local improvement procedures and higher level strate-gies to create a process capable of escaping from local optima andperforming a robust search of a solution space.In this thesis we will focus on Genetic Algorithms (GA) and willfollow the work in [12]. Genetic algorithms try to work as naturalselection and genetics. It is one of the most robust metaheuristics,being its only handicap that a proof for its convergence to an optimalsolution has not been made until now, which puts it under the Sim-ulated Annealing metaheuristic in a comparison. However, GA arevery robust and tend to find a good, if not the best, solution for aproblem without as many tuning needed as in Simulated Annealing.Genetic Algorithms try to find the best solution in SQ(x) by tryingmany different solutions and choosing in a smart way between them.A thorough explanation can be found in [12], but we will give here asummary and an example for the BPP.In order for a Genetic Algorithm to work, we first must find a goodway of encoding the parameters. Based upon that, we create a number
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 29of different guesses (possible/feasible solutions). These guesses arerandom and from them we start creating more solutions. In each stepwe first do a crossover between the solutions from the last step. Thiscrossover operator must be chosen accordingly to the encoding andwill create new solutions. After this crossover we perform a mutationto the solutions created by the crossover. This mutation is thought tobe necessary to guarantee that the GA will find an optimal solution,because it ’scrambles’ the solutions and allows them to flee from alocal optimum. When we have crossed and mutated the solutions,we study the fitness function (i. e.fQ). and apply a selection operatorthat will select some of the solutions. From these solutions we cre-ate new ones by crossing, mutating and selecting again. We repeatthis process until a number of iterations has been performed or un-til the fitness function does not improve during a certain number ofiterations.The problem with a Genetic Algorithm is that sometimes the cross-ing or mutation of a solution could give as a result a non-feasiblesolution. This could be solved with a good notation (not likely) ormaking the fitness function ∞ if a restriction is broken. Fortunately,for the BPP a smart way of avoiding unfeasible solutions has beenfound in this thesis, using a similar strategy to that of the TravellingSalesman Problem explained in [12, p.63].Next, we present a Genetic Algorithm for solving the BPP in List-ings 3, the G-First Fit. Listing 3: Genetic First FitInput: α : 〈s1, . . . , sn; T〉2 Notation: s = (s1, . . . , sn)Output: A packing of the items s1, . . . , sn into bins of size T0.1. Encode the solution by giving a permutation of n elementsσ ∈ Sn.0.2. Create 2k possible random permutations.1. Do7 2. Select the 2k−1 best solutions from applying FF to σi(s).3. Apply the crossing operator to 2k−2 pairs of solutions togenerate 2k−2 pairs more.4. Mutate them.5. N times Listing 4: Crossing OperatorInput: Two permutation vectors σ1,σ2 ∈ SnOutput: Two permutation vectors σ3,σ4 ∈ Sn0. Inicialize σ3 = σ1, σ4 = σ21. Select two random numbers i < j5 2. for l from i to j do3. σ3(l) = σ2(l), σ4(l) = σ1(l)4. end for5. Exchange elements that appear twice in σ3, σ4.
30 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersListing 5: Mutation OperatorInput: A permutation vector σ2 Output: A permutation vector σ1. Swap two random elements of σThe crossing operator seems a bit strange, but it is the same as theone used in [12, p.63]. Let us see an example of how it works. Notethat σ = (1432) means that σ(1) = 1, σ(4) = 2, σ(2) = 4 and σ(3) = 3:Listing 6: Example of the crossing operatorσ1 = (2 3 1 4 6 5) = σ32 σ2 = (3 5 4 6 2 1) = σ4i = 3, j = 4σ3 = (2 3 4 6 6 5)σ4 = (3 5 1 4 2 1)These are not valid permutations!7 6 is repeated in σ3, 1 is repeated in σ4, we exchange themσ3 = (2 3 4 1 6 5)σ4 = (3 5 6 4 2 1)It is easy to see that with this method we will always end up havingtwo correct permutations.Theorem 2.4.1. The crossing operator always returns two correct permuta-tions.Proof. Letu = (σ1(1), . . . ,σ1(i− 1),σ2(i), . . . ,σ2(j),σ1(j+ 1), . . . ,σ1(n))andv = (σ2(1), . . . ,σ2(i− 1),σ1(i), . . . ,σ1(j),σ2(j+ 1), . . . ,σ2(n))If there is any pair l ∈ Iij = {i, i + 1, . . . , j}, r ∈ {1, . . . ,n} − Iijsuch that ur = ul then there is no number m ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such thatvm = ur (because that number appeared once in σ1 and once in σ2).But having v n elements between 1 and n, this means that v has atleast a pair of elements repeated (by the pigeonhole principle). Oneof the elements of the pair must be in Iij (because σ2 was a correctpermutation), and again this element does not appear in u. Thereforethere as many pairs of repetitions in u as in v, and if we exchangethem we do not incur in a new repetition.Once we have proven that the method is correct, we must provethat it can lead to an optimal solution.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 31Theorem 2.4.2. Let 〈s1, . . . , sn; T〉 be an input instance of the BPP. Then,there is a permutation σ of the elements (s1, . . . , sn) such that the FF algo-rithm applied to the instance (sσ(1), sσ(2), . . . , sσ(n)) gives an output thatuses a minimum number of bins.Proof. The BPP has an optimal solution, i. e.it attains its minimumbecause there is a finite number of possible solutions given an inputinstance. Let B1, . . . ,Bm be such an optimal solution, with the itemsdivided in the following way:{ai11 . . . ai1n1 } ∈ B1...{aim1 . . . aimnm } ∈ BmClearly nj > 0 and ∑mj=1 nj = n for all j. We create now a permuta-tion σ in the following way:σ(1) = i11...σ(n1) = i1n1σ(n1 + 1) = i21...σ(n1 +n2) = i2n2...σ(1+m−1∑j=1 nj) = im1...σ(n) = imnmWe will now prove that, using the FF algorithm, for every l ∈{1 · · ·n}, aσ(l) fits in the same bin as in the optimal solution. I. e.,if l ∈ (∑kj=1 nj,∑k+1j=1 nj] then aσ(l) fits in the bin k + 1. We willprove it by strong induction.First, it is clear that aσ(1) fits in the bin B1: That bin is emptybecause aσ(1) is the first item to place. It is also clear that aσ(l) fit inthe bin B1 for all l 6 n1: The optimal solution from where we comehas the items aσ(1), . . . ,aσ(n1) in the bin B1.Let us assume that for every item lesser than r =∑kj=1 nj + 1, thatitem was able to be placed in its ’corresponding’ bin, can the itemaσ(r) = ank+11 be placed in the bin Bk+1? The answer is clearly yes,because all the previous items fitted in their bins (which were beforethan Bk+1) and the FF algorithm will have placed them in the first
32 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centersbin they fitted. Therefore when the algorithm FF tries to place aσ(r)it is clear that Bk+1 is empty at that moment.Let us assume now that for every item lesser than r =∑kj=1 nj + l,1 < l 6 nk+1 its corresponding bin had enough space to hold it.Because of the FF algorithm, this means that those items could nothave been put in a bin posterior to that that corresponded to them inthe optimal assignment. But this means that only the l− 1 previousitems admit the possibility to have been put into the bin Bk+1. Thoseitems are a(k+1)1, . . . ,a(k+1)(l−1) and the optimal solution had thoseitems plus a(k+1)l (plus more), so there is at least enough space toput a(k+1)l in bin Bl with the FF algorithm (it could be placed in abin j < l of course).This means that every item will be placed at most in its correspond-ing bin, and therefore no item will be placed in any bin Bm ′ withm ′ > m.Therefore the GFF can achieve the optimal solution for the BPP if it’hits’ one of the correct permutations. Note that this does not alter thecomplexity of the problem, notwhitstanding that we cannot be surethat we have found the optimal solution unless we try them all. Thereare n! possible permutations (which is less than the original O(2n2)feasible solutions), and for each solution such as the one used in theproof of Theorem 2.4.2, there arem!n1! . . . nm! possible permutationsthat give an optimal solution. It seems reasonable that the larger theelements are, the more bins an optimal solution will use and there-fore the more probable will be to find an optimal permutation of theelements, but then again the smaller they are, the more elements willfit each bin and each ni will be bigger, thus increasing the probability(furthermore it will be more likely than some items could be movedfrom bin to bin therefore adding new optimal solutions). A possibleway to see if the algorithm GFF has found an optimal solution is tocompare its outcome with that of a regular FF or a FFD algorithm.However, the ’optimal’ average performance of the FFD makes it un-realistic to follow this guideline. Finally, it is important to note thatthe GFF algorithm is an offline algorithm.With the proof of this theorem we conclude this chapter. We havepresented a means to analyse the different decision and optimizationproblems and a very special problem called the Bin Packing Prob-lem. We have presented many approximation algorithms for it anda whole family of algorithms called metaheuristics, from which wehave centered in the Genetic Algorithms and provided a Genetic Al-gorithm for solving the offline BPP. The next chapter will relate thereal world problem with the BPP with a mathematical model.
Part IIP R A C T I C A L W O R KThe second part of the project consists in the practicalwork done in order to give advice on the development ofstrategies for the assignation problem with delaying. Firsta mathematical model will be procured and afterwardstwo heuristics and some improvements will be proposedand thoroughly studied. Finally, some guidelines and rec-ommendations for future use will be posed as well.

35 3M O D E L L I N G A D ATA C E N T E RintroductionGiving a whole mathematical model of a DC and the processes thattake place in it is an enormous task and it can mislead to unprofitableresults. Therefore, some hypothesis must be made when modellingthe DC in order to simplify the problem, while not losing informationabout itself.The EP has a contract with the DC called Green Supply DemandAgreement or GreenSDA. In this contract there are “green clauses”such as:• Maximum amount of power consumption reduction per requestβmax < 1, e.g. βmax = 0.1 implies that the EP can ask a reduc-tion in the power consumed of maximum 10% (it must be spec-ified if it is with respect to the hired power or to the previouslyused power).• Maximum number of energy consumption reduction requestsper month.• Rate of CO2 emissions prediction.Plus the “regular clauses”, e.g.:• Maximum power hired Ph.These are the clauses important to this paper. For example, the DCwill always have a prediction in the CO2 emission factor for the nexthour given by the EP, namely CEF(t) (Carbon Emissions Factor as afunction for the next hour). The EP will also provide β(t), i.e. thereduction in power consumption requested for the next hour.The DC network forms a graph V , each of its elements being aserver. The set of all the users is U and the set of all possible servicesis S. The set of all possible pairs user-service (allowed by each user’scontract) is D ⊆ U× S.At the same time, the ITC has a contract with the DC called GreenService Level Agreement, or GreenSLA. In this contract there are reg-ular clauses (QoS, price per service, etc.) as in a regular SLA and“green clauses”:• Agreeded possible reduction in the QoS time-depending (forexample, reducing the availability of a web server in weekends)and reward.
36 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers• Agreeded possible reduction in the QoS state-depending (forexample, reducing the availability of a web server if the DC isin “Energy Saving State”) and reward.• Agreeded possible reduction in the QoS after negotiations,meaning that the DC can negotiate with the ITC for a reductionin some special moments (for example, if the EP has asked areduction in the energy consumption) and reward/penalty.• Agreeded maximum amount of times per month a DC can ne-gotiate with an ITC for a reduction in the QoS.• Agreeded maximum amount of times per month a DC can de-lay or pause the execution of a service or VM for an ITC u:dmax(u).• Agreeded maximum amount of delays a user can suffer given aparticular state of the DC or moment, according to theGreenSLA, e.g. “Every weekend or when the DC is in EnergySaving State the user can see at most two of his services’ execu-tions delayed”: dmax(u, t)Each service in D will consume an instantaneous amount of CPUworkload, memory usage and hard drive space. However, it will besummarized as a percentage of “computer usage”: 0 < a(u,s)(t) 6 1is this average of the relative workload (relative to using 100% of aserver) in the instant t. Each service will also have assigned a dura-tion T(u,s). This duration will be also known in the offline version ofthe problem. W(t) ∈ D is the set of services that could be running inthe instant t, i. e.it includes the services that are delayed.A server that is online but idle will consume power, namely Pidle,and a server at maximum utilization will consume PMAX. Moreover,the air conditioning (AC) consumes PAC(t). A service consuminga(u,s) “workload” will give a power consumption given by Eq. 2.Pservice(u, s)(t) = (PMAX − Pidle)a(u,s)(t) (2)The DC can choose between two actions regarding the execution of aservice:• Run the service instantaneously.• Pause or delay the execution of the service.The objective is to choose the one that will result in less energy con-sumed and CO2 emitted overall, i.e. at the end of the month/year.A few more assumptions must be made from services:• A service will always use less or equal than a server (no re-dundancy or services that require more than one server to berun). Otherwise, the heuristics proposed would not change sig-nificantly but the analysis of the algorithm would increase incomplexity.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 37Table 2: Parameters involved in the All4Green SystemParameter Defined by ConstraintsPidle HardwarePMAX Hardware∆t DesignPAC Variable T(i) limit and PmaxG GeometryCEF(i) GreenSDA / EPPh GreenSDAβmax GreenSDAβ(i) EPdmax(u) GreenSLA GreenSLAdmax(u, i) GreenSLA / DC statea(u,s) Hardware / Design 6 1Tmin/Tmax Hardware∆Tmax Hardware• Even in the online version, it will be known (or at least esti-mated) whether the service execution will end in the near timeor not.Finally, it is assumed that the consolidation of the services does notconsume any extra energy, and a simplified equation for calculatingthe Temperature in the room in the slot i can be seen in Eq. 3T(t) = G ∫tt−∆t T(τ)dτ+ c1(Pservers(t)) − c2PAC(t) (3)The terms in Eq. 3 are defined as follows.T(t) is the average temperature of the room in the instant t. Theintegral goes from t−∆(t) to t (it resembles an average). Pservers(t)is the power consumption of the servers in the instant t, PAC(t) is thepower consumption of the AC in the instant t. c1, c2 are constantsrelated to the temperature in the past. G is a geometrical constantdepending on the structure of the room. There are intrinsecal bound-aries to T ′(t) and P ′AC(t) but we will not go deeper into them becausethe final model will be discrete.The model of the temperature might as well be changed, this is onlya simple version for academic purpose only. The restriction imposedby the DC structure is that Tmin 6 T(t) 6 Tmax at all times.A summary of the parameters involved in this chapter can be seenin Table 2.
38 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersAbout the temperatureThe temperature model is a very simple and generalized model. It isclear that the temperature at each moment will depend on the serversopen, the power given to the AC and the geometry of the room, andthat it is a smooth function.3.1 mathematical model of the problemThe objective is to minimize the total energy consumption and CO2emissions in a period of time. It can be a day or a month, let it becalled T . We will have a weighting factor CEF(t) > 0 according tothe carbon emission produced by a kWh consumed in t. Let δ(u,s)v (t)be a binary variable that indicates whether the service (u, s) ∈ D isrunning in the server v ∈ V in the instant t. Let Ov(t) be a binaryvariable that indicates whether the server v ∈ V is open or not in theinstant t. The formula for calculating the power consumption of theserver v in the instant t is the one seen in Equation 4. The function f0that we try to minimize is shown in Equation 5.Pv(t) = PidleOv(t) + (PMAX− Pidle) ∑(u,s)∈D δ(u,s)v (t)a(u,s)(t) (4)∫tft0 (∑v∈V Pv(τ) + PAC(τ))CEF(τ)dτ (5)Before going deeper into this equation, we should realize that itis very difficult and more when we do not know which will be thefunction CEF(t), or which and how many services will be requested(Pv(t) is a steplike function). It is unpractical, and some simplifica-tions must be made.3.1.1 Static ModelFirst we will assume that a(u,s) is a fixed value for each pair (u, s) ∈D. Furthermore, all the services will arrive in the beginning and willnever depart. We will not be able to delay any of them. Therefore inthe instant t0 we will receive n services that will use at most a server(a(u,s)) and have to be placed into servers, altogether with decidingthe PAC(t) function. Now it is obvious that, ∀t,∑v∈V ∑(u,s)∈Dd(u,s)v (t)a(u,s) = ∑(u,s)∈Da(u,s)
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 39This means that there is a constant factor in f0 that can not be mini-mized. Equation 6 shows the function to minimize now:∫tft0 CEF(τ)(∑v∈VOv(τ) + PAC(τ))dτ (6)Note that the factor ∑v∈V Ov(t) will also not change in time inan optimal solution: If it changed it would be to add 1 or to sub-stract 1 (or more) for some time T . The first case would contributein ∫t1+Tt1 CEF(τ)dτ which would result in a non-optimal situation,and the second one would imply that this substraction could havebeen done earlier thus resulting in a smaller solution (rememberCEF(t) > 0). This means that at the beginning the number of openservers would be fixed, and therefore the way to minimize PAC(t)will be to keep T(t) = Tmax during the whole time, leaving PAC =Tmax(G∆t−1)+c1Pserversc2 (of course, c1, c2,Gmust be consistent in a waythat PAC must only depend on Tmax and Pservers). This leaves uswith only having to minimize (∫tft0 CEF(τ)dτ is a constant) what canbe seen in Equation 7.∑v∈VOv(t0) (7)The restrictions are that each service must be in one and only oneserver and that no server can hold services that sum up to more thana 100% of the server capacity. This is clearly the Bin Packing Problemexplained in the previous chapter. We will not go into further detail,as any offline algorithm that solves the BPP will solve this one as well.This model is, however, very simplified and therefore not realistic atall. We need to add the time factor.3.1.2 Discrete Dynamic ModelWe will try to simplify the first model seen in Equation 5 by giving adiscretization of the time. We will divide the time in slots of duration∆t (the same that we use for calculating the temperature). We willname slot i = t0 + i∆t. Therefore Ov(t0 + i∆t+ t) will be a constantfor all t ∈ (0,∆t) and we will write Ov(i). The same with δ(u,s)v (i),PAC(i), CEF(i) andW(i). We will still assume that a(u,s) is a constant.Therefore, the model would try to minimize Equation 8∆t N∑i=0(∑v∈V Pv(i) + PAC(i))CEF(i) (8)Where Pv(i) is given by Equation 9Pv(i) = Ov(i) + ∑(u,s)∈D δ(u,s)v (i)a(u,s) (9)
40 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersThis is a simpler model, however it still assumes too much knowl-edge. Knowing that the objective is to reduce the overall energy con-sumption and Carbon Emissions of the DC, it is reasonable to assumethat N∆t is going to be big (in the order of weeks or months). Andit is reasonable as well to assume that neither the EP nor the DC willhave a monthly predition on the CEF(t) function or the whole servicerequest schedule. Furthermore, we are only able to delay the execu-tions of some services at most 2 hours (and usually not that long). Inorder for this model to work, ∆t should be smaller than that. Other-wise we cannot delay a service and expect δ(u,s)v to be constant at thesame time. We will delay the service a time multiple of ∆t. We willalso assume that CEF(i+ l) = CEF(i+ 1)∀l > 1, ∀i, i. e.CEF(i+ 1) willgive an approximate idea of the trend of the carbon emission factorin the near future. In this case the function to minimize can be seenin Equation 10CEF(i)(∑v∈V Pv(i)+PAC(i))+CEF(i+ 1)( N∑j=i+1(∑v∈V Pv(j)+PAC(j)))(10)Now, given the fact that all the future request events are constant,and that we can not delay them, we can remove them from the for-mula. But this is not totally realistic, as even delaying a service in theslot i can result in a total different service assignation in the future,and therefore more servers used in the future. Furthermore, if a ser-vice that was going to start in the slot i and finish in the slot N wasdelayed, the model would mislead to think that it is better to delay.To fix this we will use a new variable: d(u,s)(i) that will indicate ifthe service (u, s) ∈ W(i) has been delayed or not. Also, a variabledu(i) indicating how many times has the user u ∈ U been delayed.Now, on the one hand, Equation 11 holds for all (u, s) ∈ W(i) andfor all i, implying that a service is either assigned in the slot i or de-layed. This implies that the second summand of Pv will become aconstant once it has been added for all v ∈ V and for all j > i. Thisallows to reduce the problem to Equation 12 (we have normalized byCEF(i)Pidle without loss of generality).∑v∈V δ(u,s)v (i) + d(u,s)(i) = 1 (11)∑v∈VOv(i)++(CEF(i+ 1) − 1)(PMAXPidle − 1) ∑(u,s)∈W(i)d(u,s)(i)a(u,s)++CEF(i+ 1) N∑l=1∑v∈VOv(i+ l) (12)
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 41There is a big problem here and it is basically that we have noway of knowing how the delaying of services will affect the openservers in the future. Even if we restrict the maximum duration ofthe execution of a service to N(u,s), we still would have to add allthe terms up to max(u,s)∈W(i) and we have no way of knowing theservice requests of the future. Thus, apparently we are in a blindalley. However – and we will come to it later – there are assumptionswe can make and different heuristics will come from there.why heuristics? The problem BPP is polynomial-time reducibleto this problem, we only have to think that if CEF(i) was constant, andthere was no restriction on temperature and it was impossible to delayany service we would be in front of a BPP. But a BPP isNP−hard andtherefore so it is our problem (even the off-line version). Otherwise, ifwe could find a solution for our problem in polynomial time for anyinstance, we could find a solution in polynomial time for the BPP.The restrictions are written in the following equations. Eq. 14 refersto the maximum workload of a server (it can not exceed 100%). Eq. 15refers to the natural impossibility of running the same service morethan once. Eq. 16 and Eq. 17 refer to the restrictions in temperature(see Eq. 13). Note that, in Equation 13, G, c1 and c2 are constantsthat depend on the previous value of the temperature. This meansthat, for example, if the temperature in the previous slot was differentthan the temperature in the exterior (Tenv) and everything was shutdown, then the temperature would tend to Tenv. This coefficients areadaptive and should be calculated in each DC, however as it has beenmentioned before, it is likely that each DC has its own temperaturemodel depending on the power spent on the AC and the servers, andsmall modifications of the heuristics here proposed should still proveuseful.T(i) = G(T(i− 1) − Tenv)T(i− 1)++ c1(T(i− 1))∑v∈V Pv(i) − c2(T(i− 1))PAC(i) (13)∑(u,s)∈W(i) δ(u,s)v (i)a(u,s) 6 Ov(i) ∀v ∈ V (14)d(u,s)(i) +∑v∈V δ(u,s)v (i) = 1 ∀(u, s) ∈ A(i) (15)Tmin 6 T(i) 6 Tmax (16)T(i) − T(i− 1) 6 ∆Tmax (17)
42 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersMore restrictions involving delays and power limits follow in Eq. 18,Eq. 19 and Eq. 20, and Eq. 21 restricts the number of consecutivedelays of a service (it is written as an example, the number of consec-utive allowed delays will be left to designers).∑{s:(u,s)∈A(i)}d(u,s)(i) + du(i) 6 dmax(u) (18)∑{s:(u,s)∈A(i)}d(u,s)(i) 6 dmax(u, i) (19)E(i)∆t 6 β(i)Ph (20)d(u,s)(i− 1) + d(u,s)(i) 6 1 (21)In this sense, the approach is obviously online, the immediate fu-ture is relevant because the model needs to know whether CEF(i+1) > CEF(i) or not, or if there is any service about to end in the sloti+ 1, but it should be blind to what services requests will come innext slots and whether they will be delayed or not.3.1.3 Dealing with PACRegarding PAC, clearly only three restrictions affect its value. On theone hand, the power limit (Eq. 20) limits the maximum power thatcan be spent in PAC(i) given the power spent on the servers. Onthe other hand, the temperature restrictions (Eqs. 16 and 17) limit theminimum power that can be spent in PAC(i) in order to keep thetemperature between some limits.If the approach were to be hollistic the problem faced would betreated as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem, with somebinary variables and some real valued variables. These problems tendto be very complex.However, we can study further this problem to see to what extentit requires MIP techniques.First of all, notice that objective is to minimize the total energyconsumption and therefore, it is to be expected that Eq. 20 is accom-plished always, and if it does not follow, the heuristical approach willtry to solve it. The only way to not being able to accomplish Eq. 20is either by not delaying any service and having a very small β(i) inthe slot i, or delaying too many services and having this request inthe slot i+ 1. Nevertheless if β(i) or β(i+ 1) are very small, it is rea-sonable to expect low or high values of CEF(i+ 1), respectively, thusbeing improbable that many services will be not delayed or will be
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 43delayed, respectively. The point is that the problem formulation andheuristics themselves should avoid solutions in which Eq. 20 does notfollow.Moreover, it is clear that T(i) depends on all the previous temper-atures, server power usage and PAC. I. e., if we wanted to solvethe problem formulated as in Equation 12, the only way to decidePAC(n) for all n > i would be knowing all the service requests andassignations, and as we have said, this is impossible in this onlineapproach. What we will do in order to try to solve the online prob-lem is to approximate the function to minimize by only counting un-til N = i + 1. That is, we will see the problem in a ’myopic’ wayonly taking into account the present slot and the inmediate futureone. In layman terms, we are going to try to minimize the functionPAC(i) +CEF(i+ 1)PAC(i+ 1) (normalizing by CEF(i)), given the re-strictions on power and temperature.One can distinguish two major situations, between many others:• 1 > CEF(i+ 1): Apparently the best solution is to delay as manyservices as possible. However, sometimes not delaying can bebetter (in terms of PAC if, for example, it implies using lessservers). Moreover, using less servers might change the strategyof AC usage.• 1 < CEF(i+ 1): The inverse situation takes place. Again, thebest solution is not always that which does not delay any ser-vice.The heuristics proposed should take into account these and moredifferent conclusions that can be reached from simple manipulationof the equations. In the next chapter the necessary conditions will re-veal and be used in one or several heuristics, in order to give bound-aries or at least a flair of what the competitive ratio of the algorithmswould be.Why the CEF?One question that might come to our minds after all these presenta-tions is: Why are we adding this CEF and weighting the power con-sumption by it? Why don’t we just limit ourselves to try to minimizethe overall energy consumption?On one hand, solving the problem for any CEF, we can solve it fora constant CEF = 1 which would minimize the overall energy con-sumption. On the other hand, the CEF accounts for the collaborationbetween the DC and the EP as much as the delays account for the col-laboration between the DC and the ITC. If we only try to minimizeenergy consumption from the DC, we can fall into delaying servicesand using, for example, coal fuelled energy in the future thus sacri-ficing the collaboration.

45 4P R O P O S E D H E U R I S T I C S A N D R E S U LT S4.1 should we allow consolidation?In this section we are going to study the consequences of allowingconsolidation vs. not allowing consolidation of services.We will begin by the ’easiest’ configuration possible: We are al-lowed to migrate as many services as we want each time a service hasto be assigned or a service is retired from duty. Note that if no de-laying was allowed, this would be the Fully Dynamic BPP adding theAC, therefore the Fully Dynamic BPP can be considered a subprob-lem of this one. This means that this problem is NP−hard and there-fore we should not expect a polynomial time algorithm that solvesthe problem, even in its offline version. The Fully Dynamic BPP hasan asyntotic approximation ratio of 54 while the offline BPP has anasyntotic approximation ratio of 119 with FFD algorithm, which is alittle better.If the configuration is such that does not allow us to consolidateservices, then we are, proceeding with a similar reason as before, infront of a variation of the Dynamic BPP, which has no better approx-imation ratio than 2.5, while an online algorithm without repackingbut without departures will have a ratio of approximately 1.6.These results suggest that in general it will be better to allow con-solidation than not allowing it. Let us focus now on another keystoneof Equation 12: Should we assume that delaying a service will resultin using one server more ’later’ or not?Let us reason intuitively as follows: Given a Poisson distributionof service requests and an exponential discrete distribution of servicedurations (with memory, because we can know for how long a ser-vice has been running in the slot i), how can a service be actuallyusing one more server in the future? An example would be (for bothoptions) as follows:A service that last two slots arrives in the slot i and fits into analready open server. However we decide to delay it. But all theservices that were running in the slot i end in the slot i+ 1, so thisservice will be using a server for itself in the slot i+ 2, and we couldhave avoided that if we had placed the service in the slot i in the firstplace. Now, intuitively speaking this is very difficult to happen butit can happen nevertheless that we decide to delay a service s andplace it in the slot i+ 1 in the server v, but all the services that arerunning in the server vwill stop before our service. And if we can notrepack and consolidate, this is quite likely to happen and therefore
46 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centerswe will have a situation in which we will use one more server moreoften. This gives us a new insight when solving the problem andadds empirical evidence (it is not a proof) of the benefit that comesfrom being able to consolidate and repack the services.4.2 heuristics proposedWe need to define heuristics and analyze them. The heuristics hereproposed have the following structure:1. Decide whether to delay or not one/a group of/all services, es-timating whether delaying or not will be better with the knowl-edge present at the moment.2. Assign the services in such a way that optimality (or the nearestform) is achieved.3. Calculate PAC(i),PAC(i + 1) minimizing the cost function ex-plained at the end of the last chapter.These steps can be clearly separated or interleaved between them,but in any case they allow us to separate the big problem into smaller,easier problems. The critical steps are the first and the third. The sec-ond step is always a BPP (one of its variants – online, offline, dynamic,fully dynamic).The heuristics will come from different interpretations of the poli-cies proposed by A4G, see Table 1. We will understand anticipate asthe following: If we have a request in the slot i+ 1, we will have thepossibility to put it now, thus considering it the same as having aservice request in the slot i. On the other hand, we will add somespecial services (antivirus programs, updates) not as a request andneither being able to delay them, this is extra services. We can pausethem if the conditions change. We will understand postpone as delay-ing or pausing some service executions.The definition of three different states of the Table 1 seems to sug-gest that only three different values for CEF(i+ 1) may be possible.However this is not completely true, because (citation may be re-quired) the EP can be in more states, depending on the mixture ofdifferent energy sources it uses, and can send as information differ-ent CEF(i+ 1) that will give us information about whether it is betterto delay a service even if it requires using more servers later or not.4.2.1 Strict heuristicThe first heuristic proposed, H1, will follow strictly the policies men-tioned in the Table 1. Thus, we will distinguish three cases:1. CEF(i + 1) < 1: This means that the near future is expectedto be better in terms of CO2 emissions and DC State than the
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 47present. We will postpone as many and as big services as wecan, i. e.if a user can have n services delayed in the slot i and hasm > n services susceptible to postponing in the slot i, we willpostpone the services that consume more energy. In a similarfashion, we will pause the extra services that we might havestarted previously. We will place all the services that we mustput in the slot i and the slot i+ 1 using a fully dynamic BPPalgorithm or an offline BPP algorithm.2. CEF(i + 1) = 1: This means that we do not expect the nearfuture emissions or state to change much from the present. Wewill not postpone any service nor anticipate any. We will notstart any extra service nor pause any.3. CEF(i+ 1) > 1: This means that the near future is expected tobe worse than the present. We will try to anticipate as manyservices as we can and start extra services.After delaying and assigning the services, as if no new petitions wereto be made in the slot i+ 1 we will calculate the PAC finding the op-timal values of PAC(i, i+ 1) given that assignment. This can be doneby brute force, considering that PAC has some limits given by the fab-ricant. This heuristic is called H1. It is the first heuristic that comesto mind. It is clearly not the best and we will enumerate possibleproblems that it may pose.• Some times it is better to not delay or delay a service if it resultsin using one server less.• Some times it is better to not delay or delay a service even if itdoes not result in using one server less because the PAC combi-nation can change and the overall function be smaller. This isbecause some times we can use more power in the AC in theslot i, thus reducing the temperature and being able to use lesspower in the slot i+ 1.• The limit on delays can be tight, thus leaving very little optionsat the end of the month if all delays have been used already.• If CEF is constant, this heuristic will not attempt to delay oranticipate any service at all, thus not solving the problem ofminimizing total energy consumption.For the aforementioned reasons, we can not expect a very goodoutcome from this heuristic.More precisely, imagine the following chain of events:We have N servers full up to 12 −  of their total capacity. Theservers are about to finish in a slot. N services that use 12 +  arrivethat will last only one slot, but CEF(i+ 1) < 1 and therefore using the
48 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centersheuristic we will delay them. Assuming there is no other income inthe servers, the result of the heuristic would be as seen in Equation 22,while the optimal result would be N. We are not calculating theAC here, although it would improve a little bit the result, in orderto understand fully the problem of the heuristic. As can be seen,the result can be as bad as twice the optimal (if CEF(i + 1) → 1).From now on for conciseness we will have α = PmaxPidle > 1. Howeveras CEF(i + 1) is smaller it is clear that the heuristic would give anoptimal solution. The limit would be in CEF(i + 1) = (α−1) 1+221+(α−1) 1+22 .For example if we accept that α ≈ 1.42 (Pidle ≈ 0.7Pmax then CEF(i+1) > 0.3 would guarantee that the solution given by the heuristic isworse than the optimal solution.N(1+CEF(i+ 1)) − (PmaxPidle − 1)(1−CEF(i+ 1))N(1+ 2)2 (22)Can we find a situation in which H1 is worse than the optimal nomatter what CEF(i+ 1)? Not exactly, but we can find a situation inwhich CEF(i+ 1) = 1 and the solution is far from optimal. Imaginethere are N servers full with two classes of services, one that fills12 +  and the other that fills 12 − . The services that fill 12 +  will begone in the slot i+ 1 and the other services still need m slots to finish.In the slot i, N services arrive that use 12 +  and need m− 1 slots tofinish. We don’t delay any service and therefore we use 2N servers inthe slot i and 2N servers in the slots i+ 1, . . . , i+m− 1 and N serversin the slot i+m if we do not allow consolidation, or N servers fromthe slot i+ 1 until the slot i+m if we do. If we delayed we wouldhave used only N servers from the slot i until the slot i+m. Thisleads to an approximation ratio of 2m−1m+1 (it can be as big as we want)if we can not consolidate or 2+m1+m (reaches a maximum of 1.5 whenm = 1) if we can. Therefore H1 has an unbounded approximationratio if we are not allowed to consolidate, and an approximation ratioof at least 1.5 if we are allowed to consolidate.4.2.2 Dynamic HeuristicThe previous reasoning leads us to a second heuristic H2: For eachservice we compare the weighted power function Pserv(i) +CEF(i+1)Pserv(i+ 1) delaying (if we can) and not delaying the service, andwe choose the best option. This heuristic brings the problem of de-ciding whether delaying a particular service might affect negativelyor positively, it really can not be known, so some empirical improve-ments may be devised:• If we allow to consolidate, it is to be expected that delaying willnot incur in using one more server later. If we don’t consolidate,it is the opposite way. For example we could consider that the
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 49probability of incurring in using one more server later is pconsand pncons for each case, and calculate the mean value.• If it is better to delay even if we incur in using one more server,then we will delay. If it is better not to delay even if we donot use one more server, then we will not delay. For the othersituation, we can randomize the algorithm and decide to delayor not with probability 1− pcons and 1− pncons.This algorithm is more complex and looks better. It is less probablethat Eq. 20 does not follow. However, it is not perfect, and it hassimilar problems to the offline algorithm First Fit. The order matters.For example, if CEF(i + 1) < 1, imagine there are N servers with < 12 space. Then 2N services arrive that will only last 1 slot. Thefirst N have size , the other 1− . The servers are going to be allfree in the slot i + 1. For the first N services, H2 decides to placethem now, if a condition on CEF(i+ 1) holds: CEF(i+ 1) > 1PidleP0 +1(Where P0 = Pmax − Pidle). For the second N services, it is better toput them later. However the optimal solution is to delay them all. Inthe worst case situation, namely ↔ 12 and C↔ 1PidleP0 +1 , the ratio ofthe two solutions is the one displayed in Eq. 23. As can be seen, it issmaller than the ratio in H1 as long as PMAX < 2Pidle. Notice that inthis scenario, H1 would give a better performance.1+ PMAXPidle − 12 (23)We have seen that it is more difficult to find worse-case situationsfor H2 than for H1. We have seen however that H1 can be better thanH2 in some situations and H2 can be better than H1 in some othersituations.Here are some proposals for other heuristics before we enter in aqualitative discussion between the two first (that have been studiedmore thoroughly)• Sorting the items that can be delayed (or anticipated) in H2 be-fore actually choosing in which slot can we put them shouldincrease the performance of H2.• Calculating PAC in each iteration ofH2 can also increase the per-formance of H2 (this way we would avoid situations in whichdelaying a service even using one more server can be usefulbecause then we can use more PAC to lower the temperature,etc.).• Instead of decide on delaying all services or just one by one, wecould pack the services (by size, by sum of sizes) and decide todelay or not these packs (in a similar fashion to the harmonicalgorithm for the BPP).
50 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersAs for the competitive ratio, there are also some observations to bemade:• Due to the fact that there is a limit to the possibility of delayingservices, one must choose wisely when to delay them in orderto save as much as possible. However, deciding to delay onlywhen a particular CEF(i+ 1) is holding, might lead to problems(because it might never happen during a month).• Choosing to delay the services too early might result in nothaving possible delays in the end, while waiting for too longmight cause to not delay a service when it is needed. A goodrecommendation would be to try to limit the number of delaysper day, ensuring that every day (CEF(t) is easier to predict eachday) we can delay some services yet we do not burn our boatsto soon.4.3 simulations and visual demonstrations4.3.1 Simulating CEF(t) and requestsUnfortunately, for this project no reliable data on the overall carbonemissions coefficient from an EP has been given. The same has hap-pened with a statistic of the service requests given by the users. There-fore, we have to try to implement a few realistical scenarios that in-clude some of the worst-case situations as well.What is a worst-case scenario in terms of CEF(t) and requests?Well, if there are many requests but CEF(t) is very low, then we haveno problem, we can even anticipate services if we have information,or advise, about the future. On the other hand if CEF(t) is very highbut there is a very low demand of services (or running services atthe moment), we can just pause whatever service we have to pauseand keep on going with the others. But if we have a huge amount ofrequests and running services and at the same time CEF(t) has a veryhigh value, then we are in problems. The worst of them when we arepeaking in both CEF(t) and requests.For the sake of simplicity we have assumed that CEF(t) is a smooth,daily periodical function that has one, two or three local maxima perperiod. We are not adding any randomness for two reasons: First, it isunlikely that the EP will account for small perturbations in the valueof CEF(t). Second, the heuristics proposed are weak in front of smallperturbations (and we will propose at the end of the section someimprovements). Concretely, we will interpolate using cubic splinesa series of data given at certain hours, and we will have the twodifferent graphs for two days that can be seen in Figure 5.On the other hand, the assumption for the service requests is a bitdifferent. We assume that each half an hour of each working day
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 510 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5002468101214161820 Two different versions of CEF(t)Adimensional Time (h)Figure 5: Two different versions of CEF used(in reality it would change, as well as CEF, for festive days) receivesservice requests following a Poisson distribution. We generate thenrandom data following this distribution. A result for two days can befound in Figure 6.These are the conditions for our future simulations. Probabilisticstudy has been made regarding the different distribution of arrivalsfor the processes, and we will not go into detail with that.4.3.2 Consolidation is importantWe already know that, but let us show some related results. In aMATLAB simulation we will compare the energy consumption (un-weighted) using a FF (no consolidation) algorithm for a dynamic BPPand using a FFD (thus migrating every single service in each slot).The code for the simulations can be found in an attached file. Wedo not include PAC in the calculations, in order to show clearly thedifferences between the two methods. We can not compare with theoptimal algorithm for obvious reasons, but as has been commented inChapter 2, we can assume that the FFD algorithm will give in averagean optimal solution.Figure 7 shows us the difference when every 30 minutes arrive 10services with a size uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 0.9 thatlast at most 12 hours (the duration of a service is defined by a geo-metric distribution of mean 6 that is truncated in 12). The simulationrepresents 48 hours to reach a stable situation. We assume Pidle tobe 115W, using the results in [13] and Pidle = 0.7Pmax. In this situa-
52 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80020406080100120140160180200 Number of requestsTime(h)Units RequestsFigure 6: Poisson arrivals, regard the "period" (daily)tion, but extending the simulation to 100 days, the FFD was an 11.8%better than the FF on average.Now, assuming that the services come in a Poisson distribution, wesimulate three days and we obtain Figure 8 where we can see bothFF, FFD results and the number of requests. In this situation, the FFDalso improves the FF algorithm in a 11.2% on average.How does affect the duration of the services to this improvement?Some Data Centers put a limit on the number of hours of executionof a VM. For example, UPC’s Virtual Machines run for about 2 hours,and usually less. At first glance one can understand that the powerconsumption will be smoother the longer the services last. For ex-ample, in Figure 9 we show the difference between having servicesthat last 6 hours on average and services that last 2 hours on average,always using a FFD algorithm. In Figure 10 we see how the improve-ment changes when we change the average time of the service. Thisis relevant because the DC can choose a limit for the duration of theservices they offer. As we can see, the improvement of the FFD ver-sus the FF goes in average around a 12% except when the serviceslast around 1− 2 hours, which can be quite the common case.Studying these differences we would see that they lie on usingmore servers, which is clear because the services are the same al-ways both for FFD and FF. It is only fair to assume that, includingthe delaying to the mix, the differences would be greater. And it isindeed the case here, as will be seen later.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 530 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50020004000600080001000012000 Comparing)the)power)consumption)of)FF)and)FFDTime)(hours)Power)(W) PF F (W)PF F D (W)Figure 7: FF vs. FFD, note the peaks in FF0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80051015 xT104 ComparingTtheTpowerTconsumptionTofTFFTandTFFDTimeTbhours)PowerTbW) PF F bW)PF F D bW)0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80050100150200 RequestsTimeTbhours)NumberTofTrequests NumberTofTrequestsFigure 8: FF vs. FFD, Poisson requests
54 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80051015 x(104 Differences(between(long(and(short(servicesTime(qhoursNPower(qWN Eqt N = 6hEqtN = 2h0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80050100150200 RequestsTime(qhoursNNumber(of(requests Number(of(requestsFigure 9: Notice that, apart from being higher, PFFD is also smoother whenE(t) = 6h0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 181213141516171819 ImprovementhfromhFFhtohFFDAveragehrunninghtimehofhahserviceh(inhhourhhalves)Improvementhinh%hofhFFDhvshFF Improvementh(%)Figure 10: Notice that for short duration processes the difference is bigger
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 554.3.3 Delaying the servicesFollowing the guidelines in the previous sections, we will limit thenumber of delays per day, thus making it possible to assume thatevery time a service request arrives, there is a fixed probability Pdthat it can be delayed. In these first simulations we will not allow foranticipation of any kind of service, nor we will include calculationsfor PAC.The first heuristic and second heuristic follow a different strategywhen it comes to delay services. The first heuristic does not delayany service until the prediction for CEF starts to lower, while the sec-ond heuristic is constantly checking if delaying a service can locallyimprove the result. We have already discussed some worst-case situa-tions for both heuristics, however let us do a qualitative probabilisticanalysis.If the services were to last 1 slot at most, the second heuristic wouldbe indubitably better, because we would never have the problem ofusing less servers now but more later. So all we have to do is checkwhether delaying the service will help or not and do it. Of coursewe are not pretending this will be an optimal solution: An optimalsolution should check all the subsets of delayable services and selectthe subset that gives a better solution in the slots i, i + 1. But thething is that each slot is independent, i. e.services that start in sloti finish in slot i, so the optimal solution for the slots i, i+ 1 wouldgive, in this case, an optimal solution as well for all the slots. Thefirst heuristic would lose a lot of opportunities to delay services thuswill be probably worse. This is confirmed by simulations (the graphsare not very clearly different), where the average improvement givenby the first heuristic is roughly a 0.5% and the average improvementgiven by the second heuristic is around 0.6%. In these simulationsthere is no advise on the future requests and therefore the secondheuristic is not performing as well as it could, but still it is betterthan the first heuristic as we wanted to show. We are doing all thesimulations allowing for consolidation of services.Now, as the services last longer, the first heuristic starts to improveconsiderably for the following reason: If each slot arrive on averageλ(i) services, that last on average m slots, we can expect that at theslot i +m we will have ∑mj=i λ(j) services, of which a 100Pd% canbe delayed. This means that more services can be delayed and thefirst heuristic will delay them all when the opportunity rises, whilethe second heuristic not only will have already delayed a few in thepast but delaying locally one by one service will show smaller im-provement (because the other services will still be adding up to thetotal power consumption). In layman terms, the more services wecan delay, the bigger the “packs” of services to delay.
56 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80020004000 PowersandsCETime(h)Power(W) PH2PH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800100200 RequestsTime(h)Units Requests0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8001020 CEFTime(h)Adimensional CEFFigure 11: 2 slots, H1 is a 0.27% better than H2So what the first heuristic does is trivially select all the servicesthat can be delayed and delay them, while the second heuristic triesall the services one by one and decides whether to delay that one ornot. The optimal solution should be in the middle, delaying a subsetof all the delayable services. But, as a first attempt, we see that thefirst heuristic behaves better than the second heuristic, at least underthe conditions given in the simulation1, when the services last longenough. As an example we will see Figures 11, 12 and 13. We cansee in Figure 14 that if we can delay more services (Pd = 0.4), thenthe difference is even larger. It can be also observed in Figure 15that before the peak H2 is already delaying services, which slightlyimproves the energy consumption but prevents the big reduction inthe peak (note that the first heuristic gives the same result as FFDuntil it delays services). Note also the difference between being ableto consolidate or not in Figure 16, in both cases consolidating leads toan 11% of improvement to not consolidating. All in all, it seems thatthe second heuristic is more robust and smoothens better the functionof total energy, but we are not interested in smoothing it.4.3.4 Anticipating service executionNow we add the possibility to anticipate service executions from ser-vices that will come in the slot i+ 1.We assume that we can anticipateall of them and we know all that will come. It is a bald assumption1 Note that the service requests are not as relevant as the CEF function, because thedelaying decision does not depend on the requests, and the assigning algorithm(which depends on it) is solving a simple BPP. That is the reason why two differentCEF functions have been given, in both of them a peak coinciding with a peak inrequests
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 570 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800500010000 PowersandsCETime(h)Power(W) PH2PH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800100200 RequestsTime(h)Units Requests0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8001020 CEFTime(h)Adimensional CEFFigure 12: 4 slots, H1 is a 0.37% better than H20 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80012 xu104 PoweruanduCETime(h)Power(W) PH2PH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800100200 RequestsTime(h)Units Requests0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8001020 CEFTime(h)Adimensional CEFFigure 13: 6 slots, H1 is a 0.42% better than H2
58 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800500010000 PowersandsCETime(h)Power(W) PH2PH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800100200 RequestsTime(h)Units Requests0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8001020 CEFTime(h)Adimensional CEFFigure 14: 4 slots, Pd = 0.4 instead of 0.115 15.5 16 16.5 17 17.5 18 18.5 19 19.577007750780078507900795080008050810081508200 Power and CETime(h)Power(W) PH2PH1Figure 15: 4 slots, note the big leap that H1 gives
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 590 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800500010000 WeightedapowerTime(h)Power(W) PH2PH2 (consolidat ing)0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800500010000 WeightedapowerTime(h)Power(W) PH1PH1 (consolidat ing)Figure 16: Consolidation vs. non-consolidation in both H1 and H2but it is the opposite extreme to the previous section. In anticipatingthe execution of a service we don’t increase the times the service maybe delayed. Amazingly, the ability to anticipate services is increas-ing the performance ten times in the case of the first heuristic, to a5% when the probability of having a delayable service is 0.1. But inthe case of the second heuristic it makes almost no difference. Thisis because the second heuristic treats the anticipating possibility asadding the services now and deciding whether to delay or not them,one by one. And because it is, ironically, more myopic than heuristic1. The cornerstone is that the first heuristic will anticipate as manyservices as it can, thus reducing the impact on the comeback after thedelaying, as can be seen in Figure 17. By doing so it might use moreweighted power than a simple FFD or than the second heuristic in theslots where it anticipates, but the overall consequence is reducing thetotal weighted energy consumption. It is at first surprising that theresults change so drastically between being able to anticipate and notbeing able to, and that the difference is so big between the first andsecond heuristic, but yet we will try to explain it later.4.3.5 Air Conditionate powerFirst of all, we must remember that finding the optimal solution tothe problem is not the same as finding the optimal solution to thedelay+assignment problem and then the optimal solution to the ACproblem given such an assignment: It can be that we use more serverweighted power but less AC weighted power and the sum is lower.However, there is an interesting result in Lemma 4.3.1, that says thatif by any chance we found an assignment that lead to the optimal
60 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800100020003000400050006000700080009000 WeightedFPowerFwithFanticipationTime(h)Power(W) Power,FFFDPower,FH1Figure 17: Adding anticipation, note that we use more energy when CEFincreasesoverall solution, then finding the optimal PAC for that assignmentmeans finding an optimal overall solution.Lemma 4.3.1. Given an input instance of the problem for two slots i andi + 1, if the optimal solution is such as B1, . . . ,Bm,PAC(i),PAC(i + 1),then PAC(i),PAC(i + 1) is an optimal solution for a problem in whichB1, . . . ,Bm were already given to us.Proof. It is inmediate, if P∗AC is a different solution, then the com-bination B1, . . . ,Bm,P∗AC(i),P∗AC(i+ 1) is a different solution for theinitial problem, using at least as much weighted power as the originalone.Furthermore, if we reduce our scope to the slots i, i+ 1, then, disre-garding the limit on the maximum power (because PAC is alreadylimited between 2300 and 3489 Watts), given a fixed Pserv(i) andPserv(i+ 1), whatever it is the optimal value for PAC(i) and PAC(i+1), it must be that PAC(i+ 1) ensures that the temperature is Tmax 2(see Lemma 4.3.2). This means that we can express PAC(i+ 1) as afunction of Tmax, Pservers and PAC(i). This PAC(i+ 1) is only useful,of course, to make sure that the solution is feasible for the future, butit will be changed in the next slot.Lemma 4.3.2. LetQ be the problem with inputs CEF(i), CEF(i+ 1), T(i−1), Tmin, Tmax and the coefficients needed to calculate T(i) (that depend onT(i− 1)). We want to minimizeCEF(i)PAC(i) +CEF(i+ 1)PAC(i+ 1)2 Or 2300 Watts if no matter what, the temperature is already lower than Tmax
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 61subject to3Tmin 6 GT(i− 1) + c1Pserv(i) − c2PAC(i) = T(i) 6 TmaxTmin 6 GT(i) + c1Pserv(i+ 1) − c2PAC(i+ 1) 6 TmaxThen, whatever the optimal solution is, we have thatPAC(i+ 1) = GT(i) + c1Pserv(i+ 1) − Tmaxc2Proof. It is also simple, if PAC(i+ 1) was bigger than that, the func-tion would be bigger and we would be below Tmax, we could lowerPAC(i+ 1). If it was lower than that, the solution would not be feasi-ble. PAC(i+ 1) does not affect the restriction on PAC(i) and thereforewe can change it freely without affecting PAC(i).The only thing left to know is how to calculate T(i). As has beensaid in the first chapters, this is only for academical purposes andeach DC should have its own formula, the results given here shouldnot change substantially.In our case, we approximate the coefficients the following way:G(T(i − 1)) = 3√ TenvT(i−1) . This means that if no server or AC wasoperating, the temperature would stabilize at an ’environment’ tem-perature given by us (we will use 25ºC) in one hour. For c1 and c2we will not use formulas but the following approximation:• For c1, we will assume that a DC will go from Tmin up to Tmaxin half an hour if AC is closed and 20 servers are working at a100%. We will assume that it will go from Tenv up to 1.2Tmaxin the same time in the same situation, and it will go from Tmaxup to 1.4Tmax in the same conditions.• For c2 we will do the opposite. The DC will go from Tmax toTmin in half an hour if AC is consuming 3000W and no serversare on, from Tenv to 0.8Tmin and from Tmin to 0.6Tmin in thesame conditions.Rough as this approximation is, it has proven to be both useful andfast when doing calculations. In order to find the best solution wesimply try them all for the range of possible values of PAC (increasinga parameter ∆), and take the value of PAC that gives the minimumweighted power. We show a couple of examples in Figures 18, 19. Weonly show the examples for the first heuristic because it is the onethat has proven to be better as we have been seeing. The temperaturein both cases does not go far beyond or above Tenv due to the waywe have defined the coefficients.As a final remark, in Figure 20 we can see how the first heuristicimproves both FFD and FF with respect to the probability of havinga service delayed Pd.3 This is not a linear problem! c2 might depend on T(i− 1) and thus on PAC(i− 1)
62 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800510 x 105 H1 vs FFTime(h)Power(W) PF FPH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8002468 x 105 H1 vs FFDTime(h)Power(W) PF F DPH1Figure 18: Note that even when anticipating, it uses less weighted energythan FF0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80051015 x 105 H1 vs FFTime(h)Power(W) PF FPH10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800510 x 105 H1 vs FFDTime(h)Power(W) PF F DPH1Figure 19: Note that the first peak causes a decrease in the performance later
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 630 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.924681012141618 ImprovementsinsFsofsthestotalsweightedsenergysrespectsH1ProbabilitysofsreceivingsasdelayablesserviceImprovementsinsF ImprovementsofsH1stosFFImprovementsofsH1stosFFDFigure 20: Surprisingly, it is a linear function differing by a constant 8%4.3.6 Further requests from the EPThe EP can request the DC to apply some tight restrictions on thepower consumption, e. g.consume less than a 90% of what was con-sumed in the last hour. Being the objective to minimize the totalweighted energy consumption, and assuming that these requests willusually come in moments of high-valued CEF, it is fair to assume thatthe optimal solution should follow this request.However, if the solutions here proposed failed to achieve this re-striction, the only thing that could be done would be trying to delaymore or less services (or anticipate less or more, respectively). Thiscan be easily done by listing all the delayable services, ordering themfrom bigger to smaller and change their state from delayed to not-delayed depending on the objective. If even then the solution is notfeasible, we will have to reject the request made by the DC.4.3.7 A Genetic Algorithm proposalA proposed way to improve the second heuristic is using the meta-heuristic known as Genetic Algorithms, that has been explained inChapter 2. The idea here is to find which subset of all the delayableservices is better to actually delay.The guidelines for this method would be:1. Encode all the delayable services as a binary string: bit j is 1 ifand only if the delayable service in the position j is going to bedelayed.
64 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers2. The fitness function is the same function (minimizing the PACas has been explained previously). We select the best options.3. The crossing operator is very simple, select two random posi-tions and exchange the bit string in the middle between solu-tions.4. Mutation is also simple, P[bj ← bjXOR1] = p for each bit in thestring.Genetic Algorithms have proved to be very robust, and thus thisproposal will probably be more robust even than the second heuristic.However, it probably would have the same problem because it willstill be myopic with respect to CEF and service requests.4.4 final commentsWe have seen that, although in theory the second heuristic is morerobust, in the practice the first heuristic delivers better results at leastfor the situations specified in the simulations. However, it is truethat the second heuristic is, in general, more robust, although it isnot so effective. It is important to note that these robustness andeffectiveness are a problem of the online situation we are dealingwith, i. e.the lack of knowledge of the future CEF and requests.Note as well that the second heuristic can be extended to an of-fline heuristic, where the ’only’ thing that has to be done is studyingthe ramifications of each decision regarding each service that comesin the slot i. This is comparable to having a tree for each servicethat starts with two leaves and then ramificates for each service inthe future; in the second heuristic the decisions made with the otherservices in the slot i do not affect.Actually the optimal solution can also be understood as finding abranch of a tree: For each delayable service, we study all the possi-bilities that result from delaying/non-delaying that service (plus theoptimal chain of PAC) and find the ’optimal’ in a recursive way. Byoptimal we mean the best combination of delaying/non-delaying forall services from 1 until N assigning the services with a FF/FFD algo-rithm or another BPP algorithm.Another way would consist in encoding the delayed services in themanner of the Genetic Algorithm. Then we would have a tree with2Del(i) leaves in each level where Del(i) is the set of delayable ser-vices, that might include the ones that are susceptible of anticipation.Be careful with this way of understanding the delaying because inthe FF case, the order in which we delay and place them later matters(but we can avoid the problem just by sorting the delayed servicesanyway). Note that the genetic algorithm proposed in the previoussection would also be extendable in this manner to the offline prob-lem, giving a robust approximation to the ’optimal’ solution.
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 65However, going back to the online problem, this whole strategy hasa big handicap: The knowledge of CEF. By not knowing it, we arefooled to think that sgn(CEF(i + 2) − CEF(i + 1)) will be the sameas sgn(CEF(i+ 1) − CEF(i)), or that CEF(i+ j) = CEF(i+ 1) for allj, depending on how we analyze it, and that is where the heuristicsmake a mistake. For example, if CEF(i) is a non-descending linearfunction, then the second heuristic is better than the first if we tunecorrectly the assumption for the probability of using one unnecessaryserver in the future, which empirically has been found to be equalto the size of the service. But while the second heuristic has beendelaying some services when CEF was increasing, as soon as the CEFstarts to lower, the first heuristic gains a massive advantage. Probablyif the ’extended’ offline version knew more about the future (or hadmore advice, in the online decision problems’ jargon), it would decidenot to delay the services that would be running until a certain peakin number of requests weighted by CEF.However, the first heuristic is also not perfect: It is easier to ’deceive’it with a small peak in CEF which will cause it to delay services andlose the chance to delay them later. Even a big peak in CEF thatdoes not coincide with a big peak in the current available services(meaning the ones that are working plus the requested) will deceivethe first heuristic and the second heuristic. How can we avoid thisproblem?The proposal for continuing the work done in this project is totry to add a hysteresis to the first heuristic in terms of the powerconsumption obtained by a simple FFD. If a FFD algorithm is not de-creasing ’too much’, or ’above variance’, then assume that the peakis just some random noise, however if the FFD algorithm starts de-creasing the power consumption in a very fast manner, then that isthe moment to delay as many services as possible. This is similarto what a predictor in stock markets does, it tries to decide whetherthe stock price has really reached a peak or it is only under normalperturbations.The knowledge of the statistics of CEF and the number of requestscan also help to predict this peak, thus increasing the improvement ofthese heuristics with respect to the original situation, in which DataCenters use a FFD, FF or even give low priority to energy consump-tion in front of makespan of the services.

67 5C O N C L U S I O N SWe have presented the problem of energy consumption and carbonemissions in a DC, and the objective of fostering a collaboration be-tween all the members of an ecosystem DC-EP-ITC introduced bythe project All4Green. The collaboration is enforced by some special’Green’ contracts(GreenSLA, GreenSDA) that introduce flexible QoS parameters aswell as some collaboration clauses. The goal of the project is notonly to reduce the energy consumption and carbon emissions, butto show that this is possible and economically sustainable for all theparties involved.Focusing precisely on the collaboration, the cornerstone lies on theability to receive requests from an EP and negotiate with the ITC forbeing able to delay or pause their services. This project tries to studythis particular aspect of the approach of All4Green by modeling theproblem and studying its mathematical properties.To this end, first we have studied the tractability of different math-ematical problems and the theory of complexity and tractability ofoptimization and online decision problems. We have presented theadded complexity of online decision problems and the metaheuris-tics that attempt to be global solvers for any kind of problem. Finallywe have studied in depth the famous problem BIN PACKING PROB-LEM (BPP). The BPP consists in assigning different items to differentbins using as few bins as possible. More precisely we have seen theDynamic BPP in which services last for a finite time and leave afterthat.The Dynamic BPP has been the basis of the model that we havebuilt trying to explain and understand the behaviour of a DC. Weonly had to add the Air Conditioning and the possibility to delay oranticipate services. This model is not completely precise nor rigorous,but it allows us to develop some intuition in how we should managethe delays and assignation of services. Even though this model issimple enough for us to manage it safely, the problem beneath it(BPP) is already too difficult to solve (it is NP − hard and it can notbe easily approximated).For the aforementioned reasons, we have introduced a modificationto the Dynamic BPP by adding delay, and provided two differentheuristics and possible future improvements to the problem. Thedifferent heuristics can be summarized as follows:1. The first heuristic follows to the letter the specifications givenby the project All4Green. It delays as many services as it can
68 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centerswhile the prediction for carbon emissions is lowering (EnergySaving State), and it anticipates services as the prediction forcarbon emissions is increasing (Extra Energy Mode), thus tryingto counter the effect of the rest of the demand to the EP. Thenit assignates the services as if two different BPP were going on,and finds the optimal value for the power spent on the AC.2. The second heuristic is completely dynamic: In each momentit decides whether to delay or anticipate each service it can,trying to see for each service whether it is better to delay it ornot. Then it assignates each of these services as in a BPP (one forthe delayed and one for the non-delayed), and finds the optimalvalue for the power spent on the AC.These two heuristics can be viewed as the two different extremesof a whole chain of different heuristics, and we give a first theoreticalanalysis to both of them, showing that the second is more robust thanthe first. We have tried to explain the differences between both heuris-tics and showed some results of simulations in realistic scenarios forboth. We have presented a genetic algorithm and we have related theheuristics and the genetic algorithm to an offline optimal algorithm.We have seen that both of them do better than non collaborating al-gorithms, which was one of the objectives of the project, and we haveobserved that the first heuristic behaves better in general than the sec-ond. We have tried to explain the reasons and find improvements toboth of them.We have seen that one of the biggest issues of these approaches isthat we do not know in advance the service requests and the CEF,which jeopardizes all the calculations and can mislead to bad results.A solution that we have proposed consists in losing sensitivity tosmall changes in service requests weighted by CEF (actually, compar-ing it to a non-collaborating algorithm), trying to emulate the finan-cial algorithms that decide whether a stock price is starting to loweror on the contrary it is just under minor perturbations.All in all, we believe we have given more than enough reasonsto be convinced that the approach taken by All4Green can lead toa major success if the guidelines given here are followed. We haveonly focused on a very small aspect of All4Green, namely the collab-oration, and still we have reached considerable improvements in themost conservative situations. It yet remains to include the flexibil-ity clauses and the possibility to migrate services to another DC in afederation.Further experimental investigations are needed to attune the pa-rameters and the model to the reality and give more accurate solu-tions, although even this rough model will probably give good resultsin the end.
Part IIIA P P E N D I X

71 AP R O O F S F O R T H E R E S U LT Sa.1 NP -completeness and tractabilityLemma 2.1.3. Suppose that an optimization problem Q1 is p-reducible toan optimization problem Q2 . If Q2 is solvable in polynomial time then sois Q1Proof. Suppose that Q1 is p-reducible to Q2 via the instance functionχ and the solution function ψ, both computable in polynomial time.Then an optimal solution to an instance x ∈ IQ1 can be obtainedfrom ψ(x , χ(x) , y2) where y2 is an optimal solution to the instanceχ(x) ∈ IQ2 and is supposed to be constructible in polynomial time.Lemma 2.1.4. Suppose that an optimization problem Q1 is p-reducible toan optimization problem Q2 . If Q1 is NP − hard, then so is Q2 .Proof. Suppose that Q1 is p-reducible to Q2 via the instance functionχ and the solution function ψ, both computable in polynomial time.Since Q1 is NP − hard, there is a decision problem D that is poly-nomial time reducible to Q1 , let h and g be the two functions seenin Definition 2.1.10. Define two functions h1 and g1 as follows: forany instance x of D, h1(x) = χ(h(x)); and for any solution y toh1(x), g1(x , h1(x) , y) = g(x , h(x) , ψ(h(x) , h1(x) , y)). It is clearthat these functions are polynomial time computable.Let x be an instance of D. Then h(x) is an instance of Q1 andtherefore h1(x) an instance of Q2 following thus Definition 2.1.10.Now, if x is a instance of D, then g(x , h(x) , z) = 1 if and onlyif x is a yes-instance for D and z is an optimal solution for h(x).If z = ψ(h(x) , h1(x) , y) then clearly z is an optimal solution forh(x) if and only if y is an optimal solution for χ(h(x)) = h1(x).Going backwards, y is an optimal solution to h1(x) ∈ Q2 and x isa yes-instance for D if and only if ψ(h(x) , h1(x) , y) is an optimalsolution for h(x), if and only if g(x , h(x) , ψ(h(x) , h1(x) , y)) =g1(x , h1(x) , y) = 1 as we wanted to prove.This proves that the NP − hard decision problem D is polynomialtime reducible to Q2 . Consequently, Q2 is NP − hard.Theorem 2.1.5. Let Q be an optimization problem and Q ′ be a subproblemof Q. If the subproblem Q ′ is NP − hard, then Q is NP − hard.Proof. Being the problem Q ′ NP − hard, there is a decision problemD that is NP − hard and is polynomial time reducible to Q ′ viathe two functions h and g. Now, if x is an instance for D, then
72 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centersh(x) ∈ I ′Q ⊂ IQ . Moreover, y ∈ SQ(h(x)) is optimal to Q if andonly if it is optimal to Q ′ (because SQ ′ = SQ and fQ ′ = fQ). Nowit is straightforward to see that h and g also work to reduce D to Q,and therefore Q is NP − hard.Theorem 2.1.6. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimization problemsuch that for any x ∈ IQ we have Opt(x) 6 p(length(x),max(x)) for agiven polynomial p. If Q has a FPTAS, then Q can be solved in pseudopoly-nomial time.Proof. Suppose that Q is a minimization problem, i. e.optQ = min.Since Q has a FPTAS, there is an approximation algorithm A for Qsuch that for any x ∈ IQ,  > 0 the algorithm produces a solutionA(x) ∈ SQ(x) in time p1(|x|, 1) (p1 is a polynomial) satisfyingf(x,y)Opt(x) 6 1+ In particular, if  = 1p(length(x),max(x))+1 then the solution y satisfiesf(x,y) 6 Opt(x) + Opt(x)p(length(x),max(x)) + 1 < Opt(x) + 1Given the fact that Opt(x) 6 f(x,y) and that f(x,y) and Opt(x) areintegers, then forcefully f(x,y) = Opt(x). Furthermore, the runningtime of the algorithm A is in this case bounded byp(|x|,p(length(x),max(x))), which is a polynomial in length(x) andmax(x). Therefore Q can be solved in pseudopolynomial time.Theorem 2.1.7. Let Q = 〈IQ,SQ, fQ,optQ〉 be an optimization problem.If there is a fixed polynomial p such that for all x ∈ IQ, OptQ(x) is boundedby p(|x|), then Q does not have a FPTAS unless Q is in P.Proof. Let A be an approximation algorithm that is a FPTAS for Q,bounded by O(ncd ) for some fixed c and d larger than 0.Let h be a fixed constant such that OptQ(x) 6 nh.We will distinguish two cases: If optQ = min, let x ∈ IQ andA(x) = fQ(x,A(x)), by the definition we have that for any  > 0,A constructs a solution in polynomial (O(ncd ))) time a solution withapproximation ratio A(x)Opt(x) 6 1+ . If  is set to  = 1nh+1 then:1 6 A(x)Opt(x) 6 1+ 1nh+1Or equivalently Opt(x) 6 A(x) 6 Opt(x) + Opt(x)nh+1But the boundary on Opt(x) implies that Opt(x)nh+1 < 1, and this to-gether with the previous inequality proves that Opt(x) 6 A(x) <
Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data Centers 73Opt(x) + 1. Being both A(x) and Opt(x) integers, it is clear thatA(x) = Opt(x). The running time of A in this case is O(n(c+ d(h+1))) which is a polynomial.If optQ = max then A(x) 6 Opt(x) 6 nh, so in polynomial time(if we choose the same  as before) the algorithm (A) constructs asolution to x with the value A(x) such that1 6 Opt(x)A(x) 6 1+ 1nh+1which gives A(x) 6 Opt(x) 6 A(x) +A(x)/nh+1Now since A(x)nh+1 < 1 again we find Opt(x) = A(x).Theorem 2.3.1. It isNP−complete to decide if an instance of BPP admitsa solution with two bins.Proof. Reduce from PARTITION which is known to beNP− complete. The PARTITION problem is as follows:• IQ: A n-tuple 〈c1, . . . , cn〉 ∈ Z.• SQ: A set (if it exists) S ⊂ {1, . . . ,n} such that∑i∈S ci =∑i/∈S ciThe problem consists in deciding if it exists. Given a PARTITIONinstance, we create an instance for BIN PACKING by setting si = ci,T = ∑ ci2 . By Corollary and because PARTITION is NP − hard, thedecision problem of a two bins BPP is NP−hard. It is in NP (give asa hint the partition) and therefore it is NP− complete.Theorem 2.3.3. BPP is in APX, being 1.5 the boundary for its approxima-tion ratio, unless P = NP.Proof. First we prove that BPP is NP − hard. In the same line asthe previous proof, let 〈c1, . . . , cn, 〉 ∈ Z be an input instance forthe PARTITION problem (which is NP-hard). Let T = ∑ ci. If Tis odd, then ci is a no-instance for the PARTITION problem, so weconstruct the instance for the BPP in the following way: 〈T , T , T ; T〉which obviously will use 3 bins. If T is even, then the instance for theBPP is 〈c1, . . . , cn; T/2〉 as in the previous proof. Now if and only ifci is a no-instance for the PARTITION problem, T is either odd andthe optimal solution for the BPP problem is 3 bins, or it is even andthe optimal solution still uses 3 bins. But if, and only if, ci is a yes-instance for the PARTITION problem, then T is even and the optimalsolution will use 2 bins. Therefore PARTITION is reducible to BPPand BPP is NP− hard.
74 Energy and Carbon Emissions aware service allocation on Data CentersNow, if there was an algorithm A running in polynomial time suchthat A(α) < 1.5Opt(α) for all α ∈ IBPP (recall that A(α) is the valueof the objective function for the result given by A(α)), we will provethat we can solve the PARTITION problem in polynomial time: usethe same reduction as above and find the optimal solution for the BPP.It will be solved in polynomial time and will find a solution with mbins. If m > 3, since mOpt(α) < 1.5, we get that Opt(α) > 2 thereforewe can know that the instance is a no-instance for the PARTITIONproblem (in polynomial time). Otherwise if m 6 2 it must be m =2, and therefore the instance is a yes-instance for the PARTITIONproblem and we found it in polynomial time. This means that theinstance is a yes-instance for the PARTITION problem if and only ifthe approximation algorithm returns a result which uses 2 bins. ButPARTITION is NP − complete, and therefore unless P = NP thereis no polynomial running time algorithm that solves it. Thereforeunless P = NP there can be no polynomial running time algorithmthat approximates BPP with an approximation ratio less than 1.5.
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